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SUMMARY
Bacteria can employ widely diverse RNA molecules to regulate
their gene expression. Such molecules include trans-acting
small regulatory RNAs, antisense RNAs, and a variety of tran-
scriptional attenuation mechanisms in the 5= untranslated re-
gion. Thus far, most regulatory RNA research has focused on
Gram-negative bacteria, such as Escherichia coli and Salmonella.
Hence, there is uncertainty about whether the resulting in-
sights can be extrapolated directly to other bacteria, such as the
Gram-positive soil bacterium Bacillus subtilis. A recent study
identified 1,583 putative regulatory RNAs in B. subtilis, whose
expression was assessed across 104 conditions. Here, we review
the current understanding of RNA-based regulation in B. sub-
tilis, and we categorize the newly identified putative regulatory
RNAs on the basis of their conservation in other bacilli and the
stability of their predicted secondary structures. Our present
evaluation of the publicly available data indicates that RNA-
mediated gene regulation in B. subtilismostly involves elements
at the 5= ends of mRNA molecules. These can include 5= sec-
ondary structure elements and metabolite-, tRNA-, or protein-
binding sites. Importantly, sense-independent segments are
identified as the most conserved and structured potential reg-
ulatory RNAs in B. subtilis. Altogether, the present survey pro-
vides many leads for the identification of new regulatory RNA
functions in B. subtilis.
INTRODUCTION
While RNAwas initially seen asmerely themessenger betweengenetic information present in the DNA and the cellular
machinery composed of proteins, the importance of posttran-
scriptional regulation by regulatory RNAmolecules is nowwidely
appreciated in virtually all studied organisms (1). Regulatory
RNAswere first identified in bacteria in the 1980s, years before the
first microRNAs (miRNAs), short interfering RNAs (siRNAs),
and long noncoding RNAs (lncRNAs) in eukaryotes were re-
ported (1–3). However, it was not until the beginning of the 2000s
that knowledge on bacterial regulatory RNAs started to expand
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dramatically (2). Bacterial regulatory RNAs are now recognized as
a heterogeneous group of molecules that act by a wide variety of
mechanisms to modulate a plethora of physiological responses.
Many RNA molecules carry out housekeeping functions in a
variety of ways. They can target incomplete proteins for degrada-
tion and release stalled ribosomes (transfer-messenger RNA
[tmRNA]), form a structural component of the signal recognition
particle (4.5S RNA) that modulates protein export from the cyto-
plasm, present amino acids to the ribosome (tRNA), and process
tRNA or mRNA (RNase P RNA) (2). Another class of regulatory
RNAs is cotranscribed with protein-encoding mRNA. These cis-
acting RNA elements can be attached to the 5= or 3= ends ofmRNA
molecules or situated between open reading frames (ORFs) on
multicistronic mRNA to enable control over RNA degradation,
RNA processing, or ribosome progression. Another comprehen-
sively studied class of RNA regulators is the trans-acting small
regulatory RNAs, which act by short, imperfect, complementary
base pairing to specific mRNAs to thereby modulate the mRNA
stability and/or extent of translation. Last, a special group of RNA
regulators is known as CRISPR RNAs (clustered regularly inter-
spaced short palindromic repeat RNAs), which act as a bacterial
memory against bacteriophage and plasmid sequences, analo-
gously to an innate immune system (4).
RNA molecules have an astounding structural and functional
flexibility. This flexibility is exploited in their regulatory mecha-
nisms, which often entail conformational changes upon an envi-
ronmental trigger. These triggersmay, for instance, be the binding
of metabolites, binding of proteins, or changes in temperature. A
frequently occurring outcome of such binding events is the mod-
ulation of translation efficiency, which can take place through the
occlusion or exposure of a ribosome-binding site upon small RNA
(sRNA)-mediated remodeling of the local mRNA structure. De-
spite the complications of RNA secondary structure predictions,
the energetically most stable RNA structure can be computed
quite accurately in silico (5). The predicted base pairs in such
structures are, however, not perfect and must be interpreted with
caution. For sequences of700 bases,70% of the base pairs can
be expected to be predicted correctly, but this drops to 20 to 60%
for longer sequences (6). In addition, the predicted structure is not
necessarily the most dominant and functional form in vivo. Nev-
ertheless, the shortcomings of in silico RNA folding analyses do
not render them meaningless. For example, in silico RNA folding
studies revealed that predicted exposed bases are more likely to
participate in sRNA-mRNA interactions (7), help in predicting
sRNA targets (8), and allow a clear distinction between known
regulatory RNAs and random sequences (9).
Regulatory RNAs have been identified by a variety of experi-
mental approaches. Initially, these involved systematic bioinfor-
matic searches for conserved intergenic sequence elements with
accompanying orphan promoters and terminators in Escherichia
coli (10). This was followed by the development of microarrays
specific to intergenic regions (2, 11, 12). Later, more sophisticated
approaches were developed, including advanced computational
searches, transcript profiling with high-density tiling arrays, and
RNA sequencing (RNA-seq). These studies have greatly enhanced
our understanding of the complexity of bacterial transcriptomes
(13–17). A subset of these studies explicitly focused on annotating
all transcriptionally active regions, and this enabled the discovery
of large numbers of putative regulatory RNAs (13, 15).
One large-scale tiling array study was conducted with the Ba-
cillus subtilis strain 168 and addressed genome-wide transcription
under 104 different environmental conditions. In this study,
85%of all genes were found to be highly expressed under at least
one condition, 4.4% of the genes were not expressed under any
condition, and3% of the genes were highly expressed under all
conditions (15). This implies that the applied conditions covered
the largest part of the transcriptional space of B. subtilis. Among
the goals of this study were the accurate mapping of promoters
and new RNA segments. Despite the strict expression cutoffs that
were applied, the study reported almost 1,600 putative regulatory
RNAs that had previously remained unannotated in the B. subtilis
GenBank records. These 1,583 identified RNA segments were an-
notated with an S number, where the “S” stands for segment, and
their expression profiles can be explored at http://genome.jouy
.inra.fr/cgi-bin/seb/index.py. It should be noted that functions for
approximately 60 of these S segments had been reported before
but that, at the time, these segments were not included in the
employed GenBank annotation (see Table S1 in the supplemental
material). Altogether, the set of 1,583 putative regulatory RNAs
represents a valuable resource for expanding our understanding of
RNA regulation in Gram-positive bacteria in general and B. sub-
tilis in particular, especially since the diversity of the employed
expression conditions allows for the design of specific follow-up
studies.
SCOPE OF THE REVIEW
In the present review, we aim at providing a compendium and
critical evaluation of the previously identified RNA segments of B.
subtilis. This is relevant from both fundamental scientific and bio-
technological perspectives. For many years, the Firmicutes species
B. subtilis has been one of the key paradigms for studies on pro-
karyotic cell division as well as cell differentiation, with special
focuses on processes such as motility; the development of genetic
competence for external DNA binding, uptake, and recombina-
tion; and the formation of heat-resistant endospores (18, 19). Ad-
ditionally, B. subtilis has become one of the major workhorses in
biotechnology, where it is mostly applied in the commercial pro-
duction of secreted technical enzymes and vitamins (20, 21). In-
terestingly, in both fundamental and applied investigations of B.
subtilis, the level of RNA-based regulation has received relatively
little attention. Thismight be linked to the reportedminor impor-
tance of the RNA chaperone Hfq to RNA regulation in most
Gram-positive bacteria, and B. subtilis in particular. In contrast,
the critical role of Hfq in Gram-negative bacteria greatly facili-
tated themany studies onRNA regulation in the respective species
(22–24). To bridge current knowledge gaps, we now provide a
global description of all identified regulatory RNAs of B. subtilis.
This covers not only regulatory RNAs with assigned physiological
functions but also all newly identified putative regulatory RNAs.
Specifically, we detail the different groups of known regulatory
elements, address the evolutionary conservation and in silico pre-
dicted secondary structures of newly identified segments, and dis-
cuss possible functions of the newly identified segments, as sum-
marized in Fig. 1. In doing so, we identify novel opportunities for
future detailed studies of RNA regulation in B. subtilis, analo-
gously to previous reviews on signal peptides that proved instru-
mental for subsequent studies on protein secretion (25, 26). No-
tably, regulatory RNAs in other low-GC Gram-positive bacteria
were fairly recently reviewed by Brantl and Brückner (27), and
these RNAs are not addressed here unless it is relevant for a better
Mars et al.
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understanding of homologous or analogous regulatory RNAs of
B. subtilis. Furthermore, this review does not cover 6S RNA and
the various housekeeping RNAs mentioned in the Introduction,
and it only briefly introduces riboswitches, T-box RNA switches,
and protein-binding RNA switches with references to relevant
publications or reviews (2, 28–32).
FUNCTIONAL REGULATORY RNAs AND NEWLY IDENTIFIED
RNA SEGMENTS IN B. SUBTILIS
General Description of Newly Identiﬁed Putative
Regulatory RNAs
The 1,583 newly identified putative regulatory RNAs (15) were
initially divided into eight categories based on their locations with
respect to the nearest protein coding DNA sequences (CDS), the
consistency of their expression levels in the complete condition
space, and the extents of transcriptional termination. In order to
facilitate the descriptions in this review, we considered a simpli-
fied version of this classification consisting of four categories: 5=,
all-3=, all-intergenic, and all-independent. The first category (5=)
is formed by the 5= untranslated regions (5=UTRs). The second
category (all-3=) encompasses three types of 3=UTRs, the first with
clear termination signals (3=), the second with partial termination
(3=-PT), and the thirdwithout termination (3=-NT). It is currently
unclear whether there is a biological meaning to the observed
incomplete termination. However, it has been suggested that this
phenomenon may be indicative of spuriously transcribed seg-
ments and may thus be the result of lowered purifying selection
(15, 33). For the present review, these three types of 3=UTR seg-
ments were pooled into one category, referred to as all-3=. Besides
the 5=UTR and 3=UTR segments, Nicolas et al. distinguished two
types of intergenic regions, namely, intergenic regions that are
situated between genes under the control of one promoter (Intra
segments) and intergenic regions that are situated between genes
under the control of distinct promoters (Inter segments). For this
review, these two types of intergenic regions were also pooled into
one category, referred to as all-intergenic (i.e., category 3). The
final category of RNA segments is composed of the independently
transcribed segments, referred to as Indep segments. These RNA
segments contain their own transcription and termination ele-
ments and are therefore potentially related to the sRNAs. A sub-
group of these Indep segments, referred to as Indep-NT segments,
also have their own promoters but are not associated with a clear
terminator. Because segments from the last two categories may be
independent regulators, they were pooled into one category for
the present analyses, which is referred to as all-independent (i.e.,
category 4).
Inherent to the analysis of RNA with tiling arrays is the uncer-
tainty of transcriptional start and stop sites. This is a downside of
tiling arrays compared to some RNA-seq protocols, where the
RNA ends can be inferred directly from the sequencing data (34).
In the study byNicolas et al., the tiling stepwas 22 nucleotides (nt)
on each strand of the genome (400,000 probes in total) (15, 35),
which resulted in transcript ends determined with a precision of
around11 nucleotides (15, 35). This means that determination
of RNA start and end sites may still be desired for more detailed
studies. This could, for instance, be done by rapid amplification of
the RNA ends or by dedicated RNA-seq protocols (13, 17, 36).
Notably, some start and end sites were already known for the
previously published regulatory RNAs or RNAs that were identi-
fied in an RNA-seq analysis by Irnov et al. (14).
Clues for Predicting Regulatory RNA Functions
Identifying a function for a regulatory RNA can be challenging
and laborious. We distinguish five aspects of RNA gene organiza-
FIG 1 Graphic summary of possible regulatory RNA functions.
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tion that can provide clues toward their functions and thus
facilitate the design of biological experiments to verify the pre-
dicted functions. These five aspects are evolutionary conserva-
tion, genomic context, transcription factor control, expression
level, and expression correlation.
The first aspect is the conservation of the RNA sequence of
interest, its expression in other species, and, obviously, the iden-
tification of a function in other species where this RNA is con-
served. The most convenient ways of finding conserved RNA se-
quences involve the use of databases, such as the RFAM database
of conserved RNA families (37; http://rfam.xfam.org/), or the
identification of sequence elements linked to a particular regula-
tory mechanism, for instance, with the online RibEx algorithm
(38; http://132.248.32.45/cgi-bin/ribex.cgi). However, such data-
bases include only known regulatory sequences, while it is antici-
pated that the majority of the diversity in RNA regulation has not
yet been identified. In addition, we noted that many segments for
whichwe observed significant RFAMmotifs resulted from incom-
plete genome annotation. This means that the respective regula-
tory elements had been described but not yet annotated in the B.
subtilis 168 genome sequence used for the tiling array study by
Nicolas et al. (15, 39) (see Table S1 in the supplemental material).
The second aspect for the prediction of RNA function is the
genomic region in which the RNA segment is located. For in-
stance, genes encoding toxin-antitoxin systems are found mostly
in prophage regions, which are phage genomes that have inte-
grated into the bacterial chromosome. At a more local level, the
functional annotation of genes in the direct vicinity of an RNA
gene can give an indication of its function. This is especially the
case when their promoters are situated on the same strand and
show a correlation in their expression profile. Specifically, the an-
notation of downstream genes is a useful criterion for riboswitch
annotation, as exemplified by genes involved in purine metabo-
lism that have a high chance of being preceded by a purine ribo-
switch. In addition, an independently transcribed RNA segment
between two important sporulation genes is likely to be involved
in the process of spore formation.
The third aspect that may point to a function of an RNA seg-
ment is its control by a particular transcriptional regulator. Tran-
scriptional regulator-binding motifs in well-studied model bacte-
ria can be predicted with some certainty based on degenerate
sequencemotifs (40, 41). Such an identification of transcriptional
regulators can start with a search for sigma factor-binding motifs,
since some sigma factors are linked to specific processes, as is the
case in B. subtilis, which employs a large number of alternative
sigma factors for different processes (42). For example, a highly
significant hit for a binding site of one of the sporulation-specific
sigma factors will point to a role in sporulation, and analogously,
a highly significant hit for a binding site of the stress sigma factor
SigB points to a role in the SigB-controlled stress adaptation path-
way. The presence of potential binding sites for other protein fac-
tors can also give clues to the regulatory process controlled by a
particular RNA. For instance, for B. subtilis, this was reported for
the Fur-dependent FsrA sRNA, which regulates the iron-sparing
response (43), and the gluconeogenesis sRNA SR1, which is regu-
lated by CcpA and CcpN (44).
Obviously linked to the association with potential regulators is
the fourth aspect that can be addressed to predict RNA function,
namely, the specific expression level of an RNA segment under a
defined environmental condition. For example, when an indepen-
dently expressed RNA is specifically induced under conditions of
sporulation or stress, this provides a clue to a potential role in the
respective process where the RNA is induced. The wealth of ex-
pression conditions addressed by Nicolas et al. (15) gives an un-
precedented view of the condition-dependent expression of pro-
tein-encoding genes and potential regulatory RNA genes.
In turn connected to the respective expression level is the fifth
and final aspect that can be applied to predict RNA function,
namely, that of expression correlation. Expression correlation
over a wide range of experimental conditions was applied by Ni-
colas et al. in promoter cluster analyses to unravel regulons, and
accordingly, this information can be used to infer indications for
regulatory RNA functions (15). This seems especially effective for
predicting the functions of antisenseRNAs (asRNAs). If an asRNA
is, for instance, highly negatively correlated with its sense RNA,
this can point to a specific regulatory function. The five aspects
that can be applied to predict RNA function are discussed for
individual cases of putative regulatory RNAs in the following sec-
tions, with focuses on the four different RNA categories (i.e., 5=,
all-3=, all-intergenic, and all-independent) as defined above.
Sigma Factor Regulation, Structural Predictions, and
Conservation Analysis of Newly Identiﬁed Putative
Regulatory RNAs
Since some sigma factors are specifically induced under certain
experimental conditions, the regulation of a regulatory RNA by a
particular sigma factor can point to a function of this RNA. Sigma
factor regulation of all promoter regions (i.e., transcriptional up-
shifts) in B. subtilis was predicted for all segments using an ad-
vanced sequence-based statistical model (15). From this analysis,
we plotted the nearest promoter of all putative regulatory RNAs
per category (Fig. 2). For all RNA categories, the household sigma
factor SigA was found to be the most prominent sigma factor.
Notably, SigA-dependent regulation does not necessarily imply
constitutive expression, since these promoters are often under the
control of additional factors (45). In this analysis, the all-indepen-
dent RNA category was most different from the three other cate-
gories. This category contains a much larger fraction of segments
regulated by alternative sigma factors, most prominently SigB,
SigE, SigF, and SigK, than the other three categories. This may
reflect amore prominent role for regulation by sRNAs under con-
ditions of stress and sporulation. The predicted segment-specific
sigma factor dependency is listed for all RNA segments in an over-
view table with all RNA segments (see Table S2 in the supplemen-
tal material).
Conservation throughout evolution is an important indication
of the functional importance of a gene. To identify RNA segments
that are likely biologically relevant, we analyzed the evolutionary
conservation of all new putative regulatory RNAs in a set of 62
Bacillus genomes. Notably, we found that the asRNA segments
display a much higher level of evolutionary conservation than
sense RNA segments. This is a logical consequence of the fact that
asRNAs are complementary to protein-encodingRNAs, which are
generally more conserved than regulatory RNAs. This intrinsic
problem makes the analysis of the evolutionary conservation of
asRNAs challenging. However, it is possible to analyze the evolu-
tionary conservation of an asRNApromoter, and this type of anal-
ysis was previously described for B. subtilis by Nicolas et al. (see
SOMFig. S23 in reference 15). To avoid a bias in the conservation
analysis of RNA segments from B. subtilis, asRNAs were excluded
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when plotting evolutionary conservation in the following sections
of this paper.
To visualize the fraction of sense RNA segment conservation in
each investigated genome, we plotted the evolutionary conserva-
tion of these segments in a heatmap representation (Fig. 3).When
inspecting this global conservation analysis, two points are nota-
ble. First, the considered genomes cluster in three groups based on
the conservation of the putative regulatory RNA segments. The
first group contains only genomes of B. subtilis isolates (including
strain 168), and almost all investigated RNA segments are con-
served in these genomes. The second group consists of genomes in
which approximately half of the segments are conserved (consist-
ing of more distantly related B. subtilis isolates, Bacillus amyloliq-
uefaciens, and Bacillus atrophaeus). The third group of genomes
displays a relatively low level of evolutionary conservation, and
this is consistent with their greater evolutionary distance. The au-
tomated reordering of the genomes in rows based on RNA seg-
ment conservation therefore reflects the evolutionary relatedness
of the species. Second, there are RNA segments that are highly
conserved in almost all considered genomes, and these belong in
particular to the classes all-independent and 5=. This higher con-
servation of the all-independent and 5= RNA segments is also ap-
parent and significant when sequence conservation (now ex-
pressed as the number of genomes with significant nBLAST hits)
per group is inspected in more detail (Fig. 4A). This thus suggests
a larger role for regulation via 5=UTRs and independent segments
than via 3=UTRs and intergenic regions in B. subtilis. Yet, while a
lack of evolutionary conservation may point to a lack of function,
it should be kept inmind that some conserved RNAsmay still lack
a distinct biological function.
The structure and stability of an RNA molecule are important
for its regulatory capabilities, and several algorithms have been
developed to predict stable RNA structures (6). We decided to
predict the secondary structures of all (new) RNA segments using
RNAfold (46). RNAfold uses a loop-based energymodel and scans
the entire landscape of possible secondary structure configura-
tions to identify the thermodynamicallymost stable structure. Be-
cause the minimum free energy (MFE) was found to be strongly
sequence length dependent, we computed secondary structure
MFE Z-scores (segment MFE  mean MFE of 100 shuffled se-
quences with the same length and nucleotide composition/stan-
dard deviation of the MFE between the 100 sequences) for all
segments and used these as a measure of secondary structure for
all investigated RNA segments.
While the level of predicted secondary structure within all pu-
tative regulatory RNA categories is considerable (Fig. 4B), theme-
dian MFE Z-score of the putative sRNA category (all-indepen-
dent) is the lowest. This highly significant observation (Fig. 4B)
means that, next to their relatively high evolutionary conserva-
tion, the all-independent segments also have the largest degree of
secondary structure. Conversely, the 5=UTR category has the
smallest degree of predicted secondary structure. The latter may
indirectly be the result of terminator-associated stem-loop struc-
tures that can be present at the 3= end of RNA molecules but not
the 5= end. Alternatively, the lower level of predicted secondary
structure in the 5=UTRs could reflect the known lower secondary
structure of the translation initiation region (47, 48).
We subsequently examined the RNA secondary structure in
combinationwith the species-level conservation.Here, a small but
significant correlation was found between stronger secondary
structures (i.e., lower MFE Z-scores) and higher RNA segment
conservation (Fig. 5A). This correlation was stronger when as-
RNA segments were excluded from the analysis (Fig. 5B), which
probably reflects the generally lower degree of structure in asRNAs
than in sense RNAs. Furthermore, this correlation is significant
for the categories all-independent and all-intergenic but not for
categories 5= and all-3= (Fig. 6). The observed correlation between
stronger secondary structure and increased segment conservation
seems to support the idea that functional, and thus more impor-
tant, regulatory RNAs are more structured than nonfunctional
RNA segments.
The following sections will review known B. subtilis regulatory
RNA segments grouped by five categories: (i) RNA regulatory el-
ements in the 5= untranslated region, including metabolite-bind-
ing riboswitches, tRNA-controlled RNA switches, protein-bind-
ing RNA switches, and 5=UTRs with other or unknown functions;
(ii) 3=UTRs; (iii) intergenic regions; (iv) independently expressed
small RNAs and RNA antitoxins; and (v) antisense RNAs. Each
section will also include a discussion of multiple segments that
may be functional regulatory RNAs based on the bioinformatic
evaluations provided with this review and data from the work of
Nicolas et al. (15).
RNA Regulatory Elements in the 5= Untranslated Region
5=UTRs are RNAs that are cotranscribed with protein-encoding
mRNAs from a promoter further upstream of the translation start
site. Their mode of regulation is directly tied to their adopted
secondary structure, since this secondary structure can control the
FIG 2 Sigma factor distribution per RNA category. The annotation from the
nearest promoter was plotted. SigA is the most dominant sigma factor for all
RNA categories, and the all-independent segments have the largest diversity in
their sigma factor regulation. Colors correspond to the sigma factors and are
aligned with respect to the column on the far right (5=UTR).
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extent of translation initiation, prevent RNA degradation, or con-
trol transcription through transcriptional attenuation (TA).
RNA structures in the 5= region of an mRNA are known to
influence the extent of translation, especially when they are lo-
cated in the close vicinity of the ribosome-binding site (RBS) (48–
50). Particular examples of how 5= RNA structures can impact
translation, for example via sequestration of an RBS, are discussed
below, especially in the section on riboswitches.
FIG 3 Heat map of sense RNA segment conservation. The proportion of sequence conservation in the indicated genomes was plotted for each sense RNA
segment. Rows and columns were reordered automatically using bidirectional hierarchical clustering. The color scale on top indicates the category of each
investigated RNA segment. The evolutionary conservation of all RNA segments reported by Nicolas et al. (15) was analyzed using the blastall program (BLASTN
2.2.26). Sequence comparisons were performed against the 62 Bacillus genomes available in GenBank (as of 31 January 2013) with the default blast v2.2.26
parameters, except for the filtering of low-complexity regions, which was disabled. The results were tabulated with the fraction of identity and the coordinates of
the homologous regions as output (see Table S3 in the supplemental material).
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RNA structures can also have a regulatory effect on RNA deg-
radation byRNases. In brief, two different classes of RNases can be
distinguished: those that cleave within an RNA sequence (endori-
bonucleases) and those that remove nucleotides, one at a time,
from either the 5= or 3= end (exoribonucleases). B. subtilis nu-
cleases are present in a multiprotein complex called the RNA de-
gradosome (51) in which the global endoribonuclease is RNase Y
and the global exoribonuclease is RNase J1 (52). Since RNase J1
progresses in the 5= to the 3= direction after removal of the 5=
pyrophosphate by RppH, structural elements in the 5= region can
block RNase progression along the transcript (49, 52–54). An-
other endoribonuclease, RNase III, specifically cleaves double-
stranded stretches of RNA (53). For a recent review of RNA turn-
over in Gram-positive bacteria, please refer to the work of Durand
et al. (55). Multiple B. subtilis 5=UTRs have been reported to have
an effect on mRNA stability due to strong stem-loop structures
directly at the 5= end of the mRNA (49). Conceivably, these struc-
tures could affect the level of ribonucleolytic attack. These 5=UTRs
can be small, with some of the examples discussed by Sharp and
Bechhofer having a size of around 30 bases (49). However,
5=UTRs below a size of 50 nucleotides (nt) were not annotated as
separate RNA segments in the study by Nicolas et al. (15). One of
the examples discussed by Sharp and Bechhofer is the 5=UTR of
aprE (49), which is larger than 50 nt and was annotated as S363
(MFE Z-score1.27). The observation that 5=UTRs do not have
to be very long to have a strong effect onmRNA stability raises the
FIG 4 Independent RNA segments are themost conserved and structured RNA segments of B. subtilis. Box plots of species-level conservation (A) and predicted
secondary structure MFE Z-score (B) of sense RNA segments per category. Significance was tested using analysis of variance with the Tukey honestly significant
difference test at 99% confidence. *, significance with P value of0.05; **, significance with P value of0.01; n.s., not significant. The secondary structure of all
RNA segments reported by Nicolas et al. (15) was predicted using the source code of the RNAfold program from the Vienna RNA package (46). The minimum
free energy (MFE) output values were transformed into MFE Z-scores (number of standard deviations from the mean). For each segment, the mean and the
standard deviation of the score distribution were computed based on 100 shuffled versions of the original sequence, thereby accounting for the length and
mononucleotide composition of the segment.
FIG 5 Relationship between conservation and predicted secondary structure. (A) Plotting of the MFE Z-scores for predicted secondary structures as a function
of feature conservation in different genomes indicates a trend toward more predicted secondary structure (i.e., a lower MFE Z-score) in the more conserved
segments. (B) The trend toward more predicted secondary structure (i.e., a lower MFE Z-score) becomes stronger when only sense RNAs are considered.
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question of why many 5=UTRs identified by Nicolas et al. are so
much longer. Do these 5=UTRs have a function inmRNA stability
regulation as well? Or are they perhaps platforms for protein or
other RNA factors to bind? In this context, it should be noted that
some of these 5=UTRs represent previously reported leader re-
gions that had not yet been annotated in theB. subtilis 168 genome
annotation used for the study by Nicolas et al. (see Table S1 in the
supplemental material).
Transcriptional attenuation (TA) systems are 5=-cis regulatory
elements that can fold into two alternative structures, one of them
representing an intrinsic terminator (56). Intriguingly, a multi-
tude of variations in TA systems is nowadays known in which
attenuation is modulated by, for instance, the binding of metab-
olites, tRNAs, or specific regulatory proteins or by the translation
of a so-called leader peptide that influences the timing and out-
come of the RNA folding process. A genome-wide approach to
identify TA sites was recently described, which is based on the
accuratemapping of the 3= ends of RNAmolecules through RNA-
seq (57). In this approach, named termSeq, RNA was isolated
from bacteria that were either exposed to antibiotics or not, and
the isolated RNAs were then processed to specifically map their 3=
ends. Subsequently, those sequences showing read-through tran-
scription in the presence of antibiotics were selected. Using this
approach, 82 possible TA sites were identified in B. subtilis 168,
including 18 novel sites. Interestingly, all of these TA sites map to
S-segments included in our present analysis (see Table S1 in the
supplemental material), and for some, the termination signals are
clearly visible in the tiling array analyses described byNicolas et al.
(15, 35). For instance, this applies to bmrB/yheJ, S1228, S1031, and
S1276 as referred to below and documented in the expression
browser at http://genome.jouy.inra.fr/seb.
The so-called ribosome-mediated TA is possible in prokaryotes
since transcription and translation are coupled. A recently docu-
mented example of this type of TA in B. subtilis concerns the
regulation of the bmrCD operon, encoding a multidrug-associ-
ated ABC transporter (50, 57). In this study, it was shown that
unimpaired translation of the leader peptide BmrB, which is en-
coded within the upstream structured RNA, prevents transcrip-
tion of bmrCD under normal conditions. However, when transla-
tion of BmrB is slowed downby the addition of ribosome-targeted
antibiotics, an antiterminator structure forms that allows tran-
scription to continue into the bmrCD operon (50). Interestingly,
another TA system was reported in the 5=UTR of vmlR, which is
also responsible for the efflux of ribosome-targeting antibiotics in
B. subtilis (58). The 5=UTR of vmlR S198 also contains multiple
putative ORFs, but it remains to be investigated whether these
ORFs are involved in TA and to what extent the respective TA
regulation mechanism is similar to that of bmrCD (50).
Out of the 1,583 new RNA segments identified by Nicolas et al.,
the 5=UTRs are the most dominant category (676 segments, 43%
of the total). This was also the case in the RNA-seq study by Irnov
et al. (14), where 40 long 5=UTR leader regions were identified of
which 38 are also part of the set of 676 5=UTRs identified by Ni-
colas et al. (15). In addition, the large extent of transcriptional
regulation via 5=UTRs in B. subtilis is reflected by the 114 previ-
ously identified or proposed regulatory RNAs in 5=UTRs, which
represent a far greater number than the total number of regulatory
RNAs from all other groups combined (see Table S1 in the sup-
plemental material). Overview plots of the GC%, conservation,
secondary structure, and length of the new RNA segments anno-
tated as 5=UTRs reveal a large diversity in this 5=UTR group (Fig.
7). Only a relatively small percentage (13%) of these 5=UTRs are
antisense segments. What distinguishes these 5= asRNAs from the
other segments is their length, since they aremuch longer than the
5= sense RNAs. The three most conserved sense 5=UTRs are S17
(62/62 genomes), S55 (61/62 genomes), and S49 (60/62 genomes).
S17 precedes the BSU_misc_RNA_2 upstream of the scr gene for
4.5S RNA, while S55 and S49 correspond to the S10 and S11 lead-
ers of the ribosomal protein genes rpsJ and rplK, respectively.
In the following paragraphs, three classes of well-studied RNA
switches situated in 5=UTRs will be discussed. The first class is
composed of RNA switches that respond to the binding of metab-
olites, the second contains RNA switches that control the tran-
scription of amino acid-related genes in response to the cellular
FIG 6 Sense-independent and intergenic RNA segments are more structured than their antisense counterparts. Comparisons of the predicted secondary
structure MFE Z-scores of the sense and antisense RNA segments belonging to the four RNA segment categories are shown in box plots. Statistical comparisons
were performed with a Welch two-sample t test, and the resulting P values are indicated. The sense-all-independent and sense-all-intergenic segments are
significantly more structured than their antisense counterparts.
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ratio of charged and uncharged tRNA molecules, and the third
includes protein-binding RNA switches. Last, 5=UTRs with other
or unknown functions will be discussed.
Metabolite-Binding Riboswitches
Metabolite-binding riboswitches are fascinating RNA regulatory
elements that can directly integrate metabolite concentrations in
transcriptional regulation by controlling levels of their down-
stream gene(s). These downstream genes are often functionally
related to the metabolism of the respective bound metabolite. Ri-
boswitches generally consist of two parts, a ligand-binding ap-
tamer part, which changes conformation upon ligand binding,
and a signal transduction part, called the expression platform
(29). This expressionplatformregulates gene expressionby adopting
alternative RNA structures that affect transcription or regulation.
These structural changes often entail the formation of alternative
hairpin structures, which can, for instance, create or disrupt
FIG7 Overview plot of the predicted secondary structureMFEZ-scores, GC%, lengths, and species-level conservation for RNA segments of the 5=UTR category.
MFE Z-scores were used as a measure for the stability of the predicted secondary structure of the S-segments. MFE Z-scores were computed from the RNAfold
minimum free energy (MFE) of the S-segment, minus themeanMFE of 100 shuffled sequences with the same length and nucleotide composition, divided by the
standard deviation of the MFE between the 100 shuffled sequences. GC%, percent guanine  cytosine bases in the respective S-segment sequence; length,
S-segment sequence length; # genomes, number of genomes in which a significant blastall (BLASTN 2.2.26) hit for the segment was identified (default settings
but filtering of low-complexity regions disabled). The 62 Bacillus genomes available in GenBank (as of 31 January 2013) were used.
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transcriptional terminators or antiterminators. In addition, these
structural rearrangements can occlude or expose ribosome-bind-
ing or RNase cleavage sites. Because of their modularity and cata-
lytic diversity, riboswitches are interesting from an evolutionary
perspective as ancient molecules from the RNA world (29), and
they could be employed as metabolite-sensing parts in synthetic
biology designs (59, 60).
B. subtilis contains approximately 35 riboswitches that, in total,
regulate2%of all genes present in this bacterium (2, 61, 62) (see
Table S1 in the supplemental material). Among other ligands,
there are for instance riboswitches for flavin mononucleotide
(FMN), lysine, guanine, S-adenosylmethionine (SAM), thiamine
pyrophosphate, and the second messenger molecule cyclic-di-
AMP (29, 57, 61, 63, 64) (see Table S1 in the supplemental mate-
rial). Riboswitches display a wide diversity in their regulatory
mechanisms, and even riboswitches of the same class can regulate
their downstream genes in alternative ways. This is illustrated by
the example of the FMN-box riboswitch, which responds to bind-
ing of the flavin mononucleotide. Specifically, the FMN-box
inhibits transcription of the ribD gene via the formation of a
terminator structure, whereas translation of ribU is inhibited
via sequestration of the RBS (65).
Since the number of identified cis-acting riboswitches was
found to be higher in Gram-positive bacteria than in Gram-neg-
ative bacteria, and the contrary seemed to be the case for sRNAs,
this has led to the suggestion that Gram-positive bacteria rely
more on transcriptional than posttranscriptional regulation (2,
14). However, since recent transcriptomics studies (14, 15) have
identified many independently expressed putative regulatory
RNAs in B. subtilis, this suggestionmay have been premature, and
itmay thus have simply reflected a bias in the direction of study. In
this context, it is noteworthy thatNicolas et al. did not identify any
new metabolite-binding riboswitches in B. subtilis (15). This
probably reflects the previously performed extensive genome-
wide screens for riboswitches and the relative ease of riboswitch
discovery, which is facilitated by their structural conservation (62,
66). Notably, six metabolite-binding riboswitches that were re-
ported previously were not annotated as such in the genome se-
quence that was employed by Nicolas et al. (15). This led to the
annotation of these known riboswitches as “new” S-segments (see
Table S1 in the supplemental material).
tRNA-Controlled RNA Switches
The tRNA-controlled RNA switches regulate the transcription of
genes encoding amino acid metabolism and genes controlling the
charging of their respective tRNA by means of the T-box mecha-
nism (31, 67). Each T-box RNA has evolved to respond to a spe-
cific uncharged tRNA. Most T-box RNAs can fold into two alter-
native secondary structures. The energetically most favorable
structure prevents transcription or translation, while the other
one allows transcription and translation of the downstream genes.
Preventing transcription is achieved by an intrinsic terminator,
and preventing translation is performed by an RBS-binding helix.
The formation of both these elements is energetically more favor-
able than the formation of the transcriptional antiterminator. The
antiterminator of the T-box RNA is stabilized only by binding of
its cognate uncharged tRNA. This discrimination between un-
charged and charged tRNAs is mediated by the specific pairing of
the four unpaired nucleotides at the 3= end of the tRNA with the
antiterminator. In charged tRNAs, these nucleotides are pre-
vented from binding by the presence of the amino acid. Details of
these elegant regulatory systems are comprehensively reviewed by
Gutíerrez-Preciado and colleagues (31). Altogether, we identified
19 T-box RNAs in B. subtilis 168 (see Table S1 in the supplemental
material). The majority of these, 14 in total, were already anno-
tated in the genome sequence used by Nicolas et al. (15), and for
these RNAs, we followed the “BSU_misc_RNA” nomenclature.
For the five others, we have now suggested an S-segment nomen-
clature as presented in Table S1 in the supplemental material.
Protein-Binding RNA Switches
Protein-binding RNA switches are RNA structural elements that
control the expression of downstream genes based on the binding
of a specific regulatory protein. The mechanisms used in these
switches are again rather diverse, but generally, they involve either
the attenuation of transcription or the inhibition of translation
initiation. We listed 18 different RNA-binding proteins of 7 dif-
ferent types, for which the respective RNA switches are situated
upstream of 28 different genes or operons (see Table S1 in the
supplemental material). Of these 28 genes, 6 are preceded by so-
called BSU_misc_RNAs, which were already defined in the previ-
ous genome annotation; 14 have been attributed an S-number by
Nicolas et al. (15); and 8 are not linked to any of the new S-seg-
ments (see Table S1 in the supplemental material).
Eight of the 28 protein-binding RNA switches are responsible
for autoregulation of ribosomal proteins L10, L13, L19, L20, L21,
S4, S10, and S15. The most obvious function of these regulatory
elements is to prevent the presence of large numbers of unbound
ribosomal proteins by inhibiting transcription or translation of
the downstream genes (32, 68) (see Table S1 in the supplemental
material). Two of these switches are present in front of genes for
the so-called primary-binding proteins S4 and S15 of the small
ribosomal subunit and could thereby directly control ribosome
levels (69, 70).
The second group of protein-binding RNA switches belongs to
the so-called BglG family. These RNA switches are situated in the
5=UTRs of genes responsible for alternative sugar utilization (30)
(see Table S1 in the supplemental material), and there are four
different RNA-binding proteins involved in their regulation.
These are LicT with three known targets, SacY with two targets,
and GlcT and SacT with one target each (see Table S1 in the sup-
plemental material). These proteins are differentially phosphory-
lated based on activity of the phosphoenolpyruvate:sugar phos-
photransferase system (PTS). Because of the relatedness of these
switches there is the potential for cross talk between the different
regulatory elements. However, it was found that specific differ-
ences have evolved that allow the regulatory systems to distinguish
between the involved binding proteins (30). A well-known exam-
ple of regulation by the BglG family of RNA switches is the LicT-
mediated regulation of bglP transcription. In the absence of glu-
cose, LicT is present in its active phosphorylated state, where it
mediates antitermination via binding to structural elements in
S1513, thereby facilitating read-through into bglP. In the presence
of glucose, LicT is not phosphorylated by HPr and cannot bind
S1513. This allows for the terminator structure to form, which
prevents read-through into bglP (30).
A third group of protein-binding RNA switches is formed by
those binding the trp RNA-binding attenuation protein (TRAP),
encoded by themtrB gene. Active TRAP regulates tryptophanme-
tabolism by a variety of TA and translation control mechanisms
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(71). TRAP assembles into a ring-shaped oligomer of 11 subunits
that is allosterically activated by tryptophan to bind specific RNA
sequences in the presence of tryptophan (71). Interestingly, an
anti-TRAPprotein that inhibits TRAP is encoded by rtpA, and this
gene is preceded by a tryptophan-responsive T-box RNA regula-
tory system (71) (see Table S1 in the supplemental material). This
combination of allosteric activation of TRAP and the complete
silencing of TRAP activity using anti-TRAP allows for fine-tuning
of the biosynthesis of the costly amino acid tryptophan.
RNA chaperones that are activated upon cold stress are in-
volved in the fourth group of protein-binding RNA switches. This
regulatory mechanism is exemplified by the CspB and CspC pro-
teins of B. subtilis, which are important for the survival of cold
shock and autoregulate their own transcription by acting as anti-
termination proteins (72, 73). While the molecular details of the
actual regulatory mechanism remain to be elucidated, it seems
that the upstream secondary structures (S179 and S315) are func-
tionally analogous to RNA thermometers that allow antitermina-
tion only at low temperatures.
The final three proteins known to bind RNA switches in B.
subtilis are PyrR, GlpP, andHut (see Table S1 in the supplemental
material). In the absence of uridine nucleotides, PyrR antitermi-
nates transcription of genes responsible for biosynthesis and up-
take of these nucleotides (74, 75). Similarly, GlpP antiterminates
transcription in response to glycerol-3-phosphate levels (76) at
three sites in the B. subtilis 168 genome (now annotated as S82,
S321, and S322; see Table S1 in the supplemental material). HutP
regulates the hut operon, which is responsible for histidine utili-
zation, by an antitermination mechanism sensitive to histidine
levels (77).
5= Untranslated Regions with Other or Unknown Functions
Four other 5=UTRs that are not RNA switches have been charac-
terized inB. subtilis. The first example of such 5=UTRs is the afore-
mentioned 5=UTR of aprE, which is annotated as S363. The sec-
ond is a long transcribed sequence triplication preceding the asnH
operon, which was shown to be responsible for mRNA stabiliza-
tion (78). Interestingly, in the study by Nicolas et al. this 5=UTR is
annotated as an independent segment, S1534, because under
some conditions S1534 is highly expressed while the downstream
genes are not. The conditions with the largest expression differ-
ence between S1534 and its downstream gene yxbB are stationary-
phase growth in lysogeny broth (LB), a late stage in sporulation
(S6), salt stress, and confluent growth on plates (BC). Transcrip-
tional read-through beyond S1534 takes place under most other
conditions. It could thus be that this phenomenon is caused by a
currently unreported condition-specific control of read-through
transcriptionmediated by S1534. A third example is the 5=UTR of
abnA, which was named S1087. The abnAmRNA has a long half-
life that is possibly conferred by its UTR (49, 79), but the under-
lying mechanism has not yet been reported. The fourth example
concerns the 5= leader region of cwlO, S1327 (80). CwlO is a D,L-
endopeptidase-type autolysin involved in the highly regulated
process of cell wall turnover. Noone et al. reported that the cwlO
transcript is highly unstable due to RNase Y-dependent cleavage
in this leader region (80). It was proposed that this instability of
the cwlO mRNA is of physiological relevance as it would give the
transcriptional regulation via the WalRK two-component signal
transduction system a more direct impact on the CwlO protein
levels (80).
The following paragraphs will first detail the types of structural
elements in the 5= regions of mRNAs that are known to have an
effect on mRNA stability, and subsequently, the 10 most struc-
tured and conserved 5=UTRs identified among the new 5=UTR
segments will be discussed.
Sharp and Bechhofer (49) distinguished five features of the 5=
region that may affect mRNA stability: (i) strength of the RBS
sequence, (ii) distance from the 5= terminus to the RBS sequence,
(iii) distance of the RBS from the 5=-terminal secondary structure,
(iv) unpaired 5= nucleotides, and (v) the strength of the 5=-termi-
nal secondary structure. First, elongating ribosomes along an
mRNA protect the sequence from exposure to RNases (81). A
strong RBS is thus expected to lead to better protection of the
mRNA than a weak one. However, RBS strength by itself is only a
determinant for mRNA stabilization when ribosome binding oc-
curs in close proximity to the 5= terminus (49). This was con-
cluded from the finding that only mRNAs with RBS sequences
close to the 5= end are stabilized by increasing RBS strength (49),
and it is most likely due to the fact that mRNA degradation in B.
subtilis often proceeds in the 5=-to-3= direction or is initiated at the
5= end. This is probably also the reason why the distance from the
5= terminus to theRBS sequence is a second feature of the 5= region
that can affect mRNA stability. Notably, this distance was of no
influence on mRNA stability when the secondary structure at
the 5= end was relatively strong, which relates to the third fea-
ture determining mRNA stability. Nonetheless, when the initi-
ation codon for translation was mutated in an mRNA with a
strong 5= secondary structure, the mRNA half-life was still re-
duced (49). The latter finding is consistent with the results from
studies on the 5=UTR S363 preceding aprE and an artificial stem-
loop preceding rpsO (82), where the stem-loop and ribosome
binding were found to be more important than translation (83).
With regard to the distance of the RBS to the 5=-terminal sec-
ondary structure, it seems that sufficient spacing between these
two is required for mRNA stabilization since strongly binding
ribosomes can disrupt the secondary structure in the 5=-terminal
sequence. However, the reverse can also be true, where secondary
structure elements prevent ribosome binding and thereby inhibit
translation (84). Beyond the influence of ribosomes on mRNA
stability, the presence of seven unpaired nucleotides at the 5= end
of an mRNA was shown to form an initiation site for degradation
by RNase, thus representing a fourth feature that determines
mRNA stability (49). Besides this, RNase progression can proba-
bly still be inhibited by a strong 5= structure, which corresponds to
the fifth feature determining mRNA stability. A series of muta-
tions in a model 5=-terminal structure revealed that this is poten-
tially themost important determinant formRNA half-life (49). In
this particular study, aminimum structure was identified that was
sufficient to confer mRNA stability, and further increasing the
MFE of this structure had no additional stabilizing effect (49).
To pinpoint the potentially most relevant 5=UTRs of B. subtilis,
the 20% most structured (lowest MFE Z-score) and 20% most
conserved RNA segments from the 5=UTR category were selected
and the segments that were present in both lists were sorted based
on their MFE Z-scores. The first 10 segments of this list (Table 1)
were manually analyzed for the presence of known regulatory el-
ements using RibEx, an online tool for identifying riboswitches
and other conserved bacterial regulatory elements (38). The most
structured and conserved 5=UTR thus identified is S1501 (21/62
genomes, MFE Z-score6.3), which precedes yxjB, a gene of un-
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known function. On the opposite strand (but not overlapping),
there is a known purine riboswitch in front of yxjA, and thismight
point to a function of this genomic region. The predicted large
stem-loop structure and the relatively low correlation between
S1501 and yxjB transcript levels suggest a regulatory role in con-
trolling read-through transcription, and this was confirmed by
termSeq (57). The second segment in the top-10 list, S1513 (20/62
genomes, MFE Z-score 6.3), was already reported above in the
section on protein-binding RNA switches since it is the LicT-de-
pendent antiterminator in front of bglP, which encodes a phos-
photransferase system component (85) (see Table S1 in the sup-
plemental material). The third and fourth identified 5=UTRs in
the top-10 list, S304 (43/62 genomes, MFE Z-score 5.5) and
S1181 (23/62 genomes,MFE Z-score4.6), precede the 16S RNA
genes rrnD and rrnB, respectively. These locations may actually
explain the conservation of S304 and S1181, since the 16S rRNA
genes are naturally highly conserved. It is currently unclear
whether these elements are responsible for the regulation of 16S
rRNA transcription or perhaps for the maturation of the rRNA.
The fifth segment, S1441 (22/62 genomes, MFE Z-score 5.1),
precedes the pyrimidine biosynthesis gene pyrG. This element is
known to confer transcriptional termination in the presence of
cytidine nucleotides. Specifically, low levels of CTP induce the
reiterative addition of guanine residues at the 5= end of the pyrG
mRNA. This poly(G) sequence binds with the C- and U-rich
downstream terminator, thus preventing attenuation (86, 87) (see
Table S1 in the supplemental material). The sixth element is the
110-nucleotide segment S1228 (40/62 genomes, MFE Z-score
4.8), which precedes the dhbA gene, containing a biosynthesis
gene for the siderophore bacillibactin (14). The transcription of
TABLE 1 Top-10 selection of RNA segments from each categorya
Name No. of species Classification Sigma factor Z-score MFE centroid Length (nt) GC%
S1501 21 5= SigA 6.3 65 186 37
S1513 20 5= SigA 6.3 57 193 42
S304 43 5= SigA 5.5 79 273 41
S1441 22 5= SigA 5.1 47 188 31
S1228 40 5= SigA 4.8 26 110 35
S1563 15 5= SigA 4.7 98 331 41
S1276 22 5= SigA 4.6 95 270 45
S1181 23 5= SigA 4.6 67 292 40
S1031 21 5= SigA 4.3 44 207 34
S476 19 5= SigH 4.2 21 83 27
S347 43 3= SigK 5.3 72 252 38
S175 30 3= SigA 4.9 72 317 37
S127 22 3=PT NA 4.2 46 152 39
S987 17 3= SigA 4.0 96 415 35
S1450 16 3=MT SigA 4.0 610 2,483 44
S1188 62 3= SigK 3.9 78 287 42
S187 11 3= SigA 3.9 103 408 38
S611 25 3= SigA 3.8 121 495 40
S151 10 3= Sig 3.8 73 244 45
S810 13 3= SigA 3.7 58 265 35
efeN 3=/S1476 22 Inter SigA 8.2 100 282 39
S239 22 Intra SigA 7.7 106 255 43
S1503 19 Inter SigA 7.6 38 104 34
S565 10 Inter SigA 6.6 32 89 31
S600 22 Intra SigA 6.6 29 91 40
S918 19 Inter SigB 6.4 53 163 34
S160 22 Inter SigWXY 5.4 100 328 46
S424 13 Inter SigK 5.2 43 132 38
S1554 21 Intra SigA 5.2 29 81 40
S1524 19 Intra SigA 4.8 43 85 58
as-BsrH/S977 18 Indep SigA 7.5 143 508 35
S357 19 Indep SigGF 6.4 67 297 37
S326 10 Indep SigGF 5.3 31 111 31
RnaC/S1022 19 Indep SigD 5.2 45 126 42
vmlR leader/S198 48 Indep SigA 5.1 58 198 33
bsrE/S717 17 Indep SigA 4.9 55 154 44
FsrA/S512 22 Indep SigA 4.8 24 102 41
CsfG/S547 61 Indep SigGF 4.7 42 124 48
S2 22 IndepMT SigK 4.4 68 274 37
S1292 19 IndepMT SigA 4.3 75 520 36
a The 20% most conserved and the 20% most structured RNA segments of each category were selected and sorted based on their MFE Z-scores. The first 10 of each resulting list are
presented. The “Classification” column includes the following classes of segments: 5=, 5=UTR; 3=, 3=UTR; 3=PT, 3=UTR with partial termination; 3=MT, 3=UTR without termination;
Inter, intergenic regions between genes under the control of distinct promoters; Intra, intergenic regions between genes under the control of one promoter; Indep, independent
segment with own promoter and terminator signals; IndepMT, independent segment without clear terminator. NA, not applicable.
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S1228 is highly correlated with that of dhbA (0.98) (15). Interest-
ingly, the dhbA transcript levels were previously reported to be
decreased upon RNase Y deletion (88). Thus, it is possible that the
three strong stem-loops in the predicted S1228 structure are re-
sponsible for controlling the dhbAmRNA levels, and it would be
interesting to study the role of RNase Y in this process. Likewise,
the yhrE gene, encoding formate dehydrogenase, is also stabilized
upon RNase Y depletion (88), and its 5=UTR S1031 (21/62 ge-
nomes,MFEZ-score4.3) also contains three strong stem-loops.
S1031 is in fact the seventh segment in the top-10 list of predicted
5=UTRs and was also identified by termSeq (57). The eighth
5=UTR in this list is S1563 (15/62 genomes, MFE Z-score 4.7),
the expression of which is highly correlated (0.96) with its down-
stream gene yybP. Although the function of yybP is unknown, its
overall expression profile suggests a role in sporulation. Further,
yybP is induced in the presence of Mn2. The 331-nucleotide seg-
ment S1563 contains a previously reported conserved putative
riboswitch element with unknown function referred to as yybP/
ykoY (62) (see Table S1 in the supplemental material). Interest-
ingly however, S1563 also contains an ORF that can encode a
protein of 101 amino acids. It remains to be seen whether this
hypothetical protein is involved in the manganese-mediated reg-
ulatory mechanism and/or could have an independent function.
The ninth considered 5=UTR is S1276 (22/62 genomes, MFE Z-
score 4.6). This 5=UTR precedes yvrC, and it contains a previ-
ously reported cobalamin riboswitch (89), which is generally as-
sociatedwith vitamin B12metabolism genes, whichmight point to
a function for yvrC in vitamin B12 metabolism. Nevertheless, yvrC
is currently annotated as being similar to an iron-binding protein
component of an ABC transporter. S476 (19/62 genomes, MFE
Z-score 4.2) is the 10th considered 5=UTR. This highly struc-
tured 5=UTR of 83 nucleotides precedes the highly expressed
ykoM gene. YkoM is a putative transcriptional regulator from the
MarR family. Conceivably, S476 has a role in mediating ykoM
mRNA stability and abundance, but this has not yet been investi-
gated.
3= Untranslated Regions
3=UTRs areRNAs that are cotranscribed downstreamof a protein-
encoding gene. Because of this location, 3=UTRs can originate
from incomplete termination after transcription of a CDS. Their
regulatory functions are widely acknowledged in eukaryotes, but
it is generally believed that direct regulation of gene expression via
structured elements in the 3=UTR is highly unusual in bacteria
(66). This is not to say that the 3= end is not important for regula-
tory RNA molecules, since structured parts are believed to confer
stability and provide a platform for interactions. Of note,miRNAs
in eukaryotes generally regulate mRNA levels via the 3=UTR, and
it has been found that this represents a selective pressure on
3=UTRs (90). Such 3=-end regulation contrasts with the 5=-end
regulatory model proposed for prokaryotes. This difference in
regulation between pro- and eukaryotes is conceivably due to dif-
ferences in the mechanisms of RNA degradation in these two do-
mains of life. The processing and degradation of mRNA seem
more complex in eukaryotes and often take place from the 3= end
by the exosome after removal of the poly(A) tail (91, 92), In con-
trast, RNA decay in B. subtilis is initiated endonucleolytically by
RNase Y or at the 5= end via dephosporylation and subsequent
5=-to-3= exoribonucleolytic degradation by RNase J1 (52–54, 93).
This suggests that signal integration via posttranscriptional regu-
lation at the 3=UTR is probably not as effective in prokaryotes as it
is in eukaryotes. Interestingly, RNA segments that appear to be
3=UTRs could (additionally) function as trans-acting small regu-
latory RNAs. This may be the case when the RNA is processed, or
when transcription initiation takes place within the protein-en-
coding sequence and the mRNA and sRNA share a terminator
(16). Out of all S-segments (15), 249 (16%) are 3=UTRs; 78 of
these arise from partial transcriptional termination and 46 arise
fromno termination. Thus, 3=UTRs inB. subtilis are relatively rare
compared to 5=UTRs, and they often arise from incomplete con-
trol of transcriptional termination. The latter aspect has also been
linked to the high percentage (57%) of asRNAs found in the
3=UTR category.
The proposed lower importance of 3=UTRs in bacterial post-
transcriptional regulation is supported by their general statistics.
The sense 3=UTRs are much less conserved than the sense 5=UTRs
and independent segments (Fig. 4A). Overview plots of the GC%,
conservation, secondary structure, and length of the new RNA
segments annotated as 3=UTRs reveal that 3= asRNAs are much
longer on average. Unsurprisingly, these 3= asRNAs tend to be
more conserved, because they share sequence conservation with
their cognate protein-encoding sequences (Fig. 8 and 9). The three
most conserved sense 3=UTRs are S1188 (62/62 genomes) down-
stream of the sporulation-induced putative cysteine dioxygenase
cdoA/yubC, S18 (47/62 genomes) downstream of the scr gene for
4.5S RNA, and S347 (43/62 genomes) downstream of the small
spore protein-encoding gene sscA/yhzE.
To date, nine 3= regulatory elements have been described in B.
subtilis: two byAlen and Sonenshein (94) and seven by Rasmussen
et al. (35). The first two were shown to be specific binding plat-
forms for aconitase, which is encoded by the citB gene (94). Inter-
estingly, these two sequences are similar to iron-response ele-
ments of eukaryotic origin, located at the 3= end of the qoxD gene
encoding themajor cytochromeoxidase and between the feuA and
feuB genes that encode components of an ABC transporter for
iron uptake. Because of their small size, these two elements were
not annotated as 3=UTRs by Nicolas et al., and if they had been
annotated, the one between feuA and feuB would have been clas-
sified as an intergenic segment. The seven 3= segments described
byRasmussen et al. (35) are paralogues at the level of sequence and
structure, since they are all predicted to fold into a similar strong
secondary structure. In fact, theMFEZ-score S1476, the 3=UTRof
efeB/efeN/ywbN (95), is the lowest of all segments,8.2. It is pres-
ently unclear what the function of this RNA structure is, but it has
been speculated that it is linked to the localization of the cognate
mRNA transcripts since most of these genes encode membrane-
related proteins (35). Of these seven RNA segments, four are part
of the complete set of RNA segments considered here. The absence
of the other three is due to their homology, since highly related
sequences that could not unambiguously be mapped on the ge-
nome were masked for the analysis (15). Of the four considered
segments, two are annotated as intergenic segments (S239 down-
stream of dagK and S1476 downstream of efeB/efeN/ywbN) since
there was no significant transcriptional downshift identified be-
fore the start of transcription of the downstream gene. The other
two (S1160 downstream of ytvA and S127 downstream of tcyC)
are annotated as 3=, but both were truncated compared to the
sequence reported by Rasmussen et al. (35), again due to the ex-
clusion of highly related sequences.
The 20%most structured (lowest MFE Z-score) and 20%most
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conserved segments from the all-3= category were selected and
sorted by theirMFEZ-scores. The first 10 of this list (Table 1)were
manually inspected for known regulatory elements using RibEx
(38). Judged by their condition-specific expression profiles, two of
these 10 most-conserved and structured 3=UTR segments, S175
(30/62 genomes, MFE Z-score 4.9) and S810 (13/62 genomes,
MFEZ-score3.7),may function as independent regulators. This
could be a second function in addition to their putative 3=UTR
regulatory function, because a transcriptional upshift seems visi-
ble just upstream of these segments and because the correlation
between their expression and the respective upstream genes yddN
(0.82) and yokL (0.69) is relatively limited. The expression of two
other 3=UTRs from the top-10 list, namely, S347 (43/62 genomes,
MFE Z-score 5.3) and S1188 (62/62 genomes, MFE Z-score
3.9), is highly correlated with that of their upstream mRNAs,
which are almost solely expressed under sporulation-inducing
conditions (yhzE/sscA and yubC/cdoA). Because of this high ex-
pression correlation, their functions are likely tied to the function
of their cognate genes. A fifth selected segment, named S151
(10/62 genomes, MFE Z-score3.8), is most likely an intergenic
regulator of the ydbIJK operon of unknown function, as judged by
the respective expression profiles from the work of Nicolas et al.
FIG 8 Overview plot of the predicted secondary structure MFE Z-scores, GC%, length, and species-level conservation for RNA segments of the all-3=UTR
category. For details on the calculation of MFE Z-scores and abbreviations, see the legend to Fig. 7.
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(15), and the termSeq study by Dar et al. (57). The sixth 3=UTR
segment in the top-10 list, S1450 (16/62 genomes, MFE Z-score
4.0), is annotated as an asRNA that arises from incomplete ter-
mination of the albABCDEFG operon, which includes the biosyn-
thesis genes for the antilisterial bacteriocin subtilosin. However,
the overlapping genes on the opposite strand (ywhKL) are hardly
ever expressed under the 104 conditions tested by Nicolas et al.
(15). In fact, the ywhKL genes were expressed only under biofilm-
inducing conditions, which argues against an antisense regulatory
function of S1450. The seventh top-10 segment is S611 (25/62
genomes,MFE Z-score3.8), the 3=UTR of the gene of unknown
function ymzD, which is overlapped by an asRNA in the form of
the independent segment S612. However, there is only a very
slight transcriptional anticorrelation between these two segments
(0.04), and this argues against antisense regulation of ymzD by
S612. The last three top-10 segments are S127 (22/62 genomes,
MFEZ-score4.2) downstreamof the tcyABC operon encoding a
cysteine ABC transporter, S987 downstream of the yrkL gene en-
coding anNAD(P)Hoxidoreductase homologue (17/62 genomes,
MFEZ-score4.0), and S187 downstreamof the nap gene encod-
ing the carboxylesterase NP involved in lipid degradation (11/62
genomes, MFE Z-score3.9).
Intergenic Regions
RNA regions between two protein-encoding genes that are
cotranscribed with these genes can control relative mRNA abun-
dance or protein expression of each ORF by regulating posttran-
scriptional processes, such as mRNA processing, transcriptional
termination, or translation initiation (48). It has been shown that
bacterial intergenic regions can have strong regulatory effects on
their downstream genes, and this has been exploited for fine-tun-
ing of protein expression of multigene operons, which is of bio-
technological interest (96). As far as we are aware, four intergenic
regulatory elements have so far been described in B. subtilis (see
Table S1 in the supplemental material). The first one is the iron-
responsive element between feuA and feuB mentioned above in
the section on 3=UTRs (94). The second is situated between the
pstS and pstC genes in the pstSCABABB operon (97) (too small to
be annotated as an RNA segment in reference 15). The secondary
structure between the pstS and pstC genes enables tuning of
mRNA levels by an RNA processing event that most likely triggers
degradation of the processed mRNA downstream of pstS. The
third known intergenic region is the EAR switch, which is situated
between the epsB and epsC genes. The EAR element is suggested to
bind to RNA polymerase and thereby to allow for the processive
antitermination of the unusually long transcript-encoding genes
related to capsular polysaccharide biosynthesis (98). A fourth re-
ported intergenic regulatory RNA is the GlmS ribozyme, which is
situated between the glmM and glmS genes. This well-studied B.
subtilis regulatory element integrates ligand binding and ribozyme
activities (i.e., a ribozyme-riboswitch). It tightly regulates the ex-
pression of the glmS gene, which encodes an enzyme whose met-
abolic product is glucosamine-6-phosphate (GlcN6P). This gene
is expressed at tightly regulated levels, and the glmS ribozyme-
riboswitch takes care of this by activating cleavage and degrada-
tion of the RNA upon GlcN6P binding (29, 63).
The total number of RNA segments that were annotated as in-
tergenic regions is 505, and this corresponds to 32% of all RNA
segments. This relatively large proportion of the total number of
RNA segments might point to many more additional regulatory
mechanisms mediated by intergenic regions. Overview plots of
the conservation, secondary structure, and length of the all-inter-
genic segments reveal a relationship between the GC content of
each segment and its secondary structure score (Fig. 10). The all-
intergenic category contains 21% asRNAs. What distinguishes
these all-intergenic asRNAs is their length, since they are much
longer than the all-intergenic sense RNAs. The all-intergenic
asRNAs also have, on average, weaker secondary structures than
the all-intergenic sense segments (Fig. 6). The three most con-
served sense segments from the all-intergenic category are S56
(62/62 genomes), S928 (61/62 genomes), and S50 (57/62 ge-
nomes). S56 is situated between the highly conserved and essential
genes rpsK, encoding ribosomal protein S11, and rpoA, encoding
FIG 9 Antisense RNA segments are more conserved at the sequence level than the sense RNAs. Comparisons of the species-level conservation between the sense
and antisense RNAs belonging to the four RNA segment categories are shown in box plots. Statistical comparisons were performed with a Welch two-sample t
test, and the resulting P values are indicated. In all cases, the antisense RNAs aremore evolutionarily conserved than their sense RNA counterparts. However, this
is linked to the sequence conservation of the protein-encoding genes on the sense strand.
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the RNA polymerase alpha subunit. S928 is situated between rs-
bRD, encoding a probable stressosome component, and themgsR
gene, encoding a general stress-activated transcription factor. The
antisense sequence of S928 is annotated as a tRNA-Gln; however,
it was barely expressed under the thus-far-tested conditions (15).
Despite this, the sequence similarity between S928 and tRNA-Gln
may be the reason for the observed conservation of S928, even
though S928 is larger than the tRNA-Gln (185 bases and 75 bases,
respectively). S50 is situated between the highly conserved ribo-
somal protein-encoding genes rplK and rplA.
The 20%most structured (lowest MFE Z-score) and 20%most
conserved segments from the all-intergenic category were selected
and sorted based on their secondary structure MFE Z-scores (Ta-
ble 1). Two of these segments, S1476 downstream of efeB (22/62
genomes, MFE Z-score 8.2) and S239 (22/62 genomes, MFE
Z-score7.7), have already been discussed in the previous section
on 3=UTRs, since these were previously annotated as 3=UTRs (35).
S1476 was annotated as an Inter segment by Nicolas et al. (15)
because, under some conditions, transcriptional read-through
seems to continue into the downstream segment. However, Ras-
mussen et al. noted that the gradual decrease in expression level is
a characteristic of the class of 3=UTRs towhich S1476 belongs (35).
FIG 10 Overview plot of the predicted secondary structure MFE Z-scores, GC%, length, and species-level conservation for RNA segments of the all-intergenic
category. For details on the calculation of MFE Z-scores and abbreviations, see the legend to Fig. 7.
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Remarkably, S239 does not seem to be a 3=UTR but rather an
intergenic region since it is transcribed between the essential
dagK/dgkB gene, encoding a diacylglycerol kinase involved in li-
poteichoic acid synthesis (99), and the rlmCD/yefA gene, encoding
an rRNAmethyltransferase responsible for 23S rRNAmaturation.
The condition-dependent expression profile of this region indeed
seems to point to a regulatory role of S239, since the transcript
levels of dagK/dgkB upstream of S239 are higher than those of
rlmCD/yefA downstream of S239. Studying the importance of this
type of RNA sequence element might unveil some of the remain-
ing secrets of posttranscriptional regulation in B. subtilis.
Another intergenic RNA segment, S160 (22/62 genomes, MFE
Z-score 5.4), contains the Bacillaceae-1 structural motif of un-
known function (66). S160 is transcribed under some conditions
from a gene that is located between ydbT, encoding a protein that
confers resistance against antimicrobial compounds from B. amy-
loliquefaciens, and acpS, encoding an acyl-carrier protein synthase
involved in fatty acid biosynthesis. S160 is predicted to fold into an
intricate secondary structure, and ydbT and S160 are specifically
induced under conditions of salt stress. Although S160 is probably
intergenic, it cannot be excluded that it functions as an indepen-
dent segment that arises from the ydbT promoter. The top-10
segments also include an 81-nucleotide-long intergenic RNA seg-
ment, S1554 (21/62 genomes,MFEZ-score5.2), which is part of
a tRNA operon. Since S1554 is highly structured and forms two
stem-loops, it may regulate the transcription of these tRNA genes.
Analogously, four of the 10 other highly structured and conserved
intergenic RNA segments are90 bases in length and may func-
tion in regulating transcription or translation of their respective
downstream genes. These are S565 (10/62 genomes, MFE Z-score
6.6) between sigG, encoding the forespore-specific late sigma
factor, and ylmA, encoding a protein of unknown function; S600
(22/62 genomes, MFE Z-score 6.6), between asd and dapG,
which are both involved in biosynthesis of lysine and peptidogly-
can; S424 (13/62 genomes, MFE Z-score5.2), between the spo-
rulation-induced genes yjcZ, encoding a putative phage protein,
and spoVIF, which is essential for spore coat assembly and resis-
tance; and S1524 (19/62 genomes, MFE Z-score 4.8), between
the myoinositol catabolism genes iolH and iolI. Based on its ex-
pression profile, the longer 164-nucleotide S918 segment (19/62
genomes, MFE Z-score 6.4), between the gene of unknown
function yqhY and the nusB gene for a probable transcriptional
termination regulator, may function to control read-through
transcription between these two genes. Finally, the identification
of the Inter segment S1503 (19/62 genomes, MFE Z-score 7.6)
seems to relate to an incomplete genome annotation in the sense
that it is transcribed between the purine riboswitch and the yxjA/
nupG gene involved in purine uptake and is thus likely a structural
part of this riboswitch.
Independently Expressed Small RNAs and RNA Antitoxins
RNA segments that are expressed from individual promoters and
that are not attached to protein-encoding genes have been anno-
tated as independent segments (15). These independent segments
can have a wide variety of functions. They can, for instance, be
trans-acting RNAs, here referred to as small regulatory RNAs
(sRNAs), RNA antitoxins, or cis-acting asRNAs. As illustrated in
the above sections, the automated annotation of RNA segments
based on expression levels also made it possible to annotate RNA
leader regions that control operon expression as Indep segments
(e.g., the published asnH 5= leader region S1534 [78]). To date,
there are four functionally described sRNAs (FsrA/S512, SR1/
ykzW, RsaE/S415/RoxS, and RnaC/S1022) and three RNA (type I)
toxin-antitoxin systems in B. subtilis (txpA/yqdB-ratA/S976, bsrG/
S809-SR4/S810, and bsrE/S717) (see Table S1 in the supplemental
material). Functionally described here means that there is mini-
mally one confirmed regulatory target reported for the sRNAs and
that there is experimental proof for each of the two toxin-anti-
toxin systems.
The sRNA FsrA/S512 is an important regulator of the iron-
sparing response of B. subtilis (43, 100). FsrA/S512 thus serves to
reduce the expression of proteins relating to iron metabolism and
storage. This role in the iron-sparing response makes FsrA/S512
functionally related to the E. coli sRNA RyhB. As such, this is an
example of apparent functional conservation of an sRNA without
sequence conservation (101). Three small basic proteins (FbpA,
FbpB, and FbpC) have been shown to be involved in different
aspects of this regulation, and there are experimental indications
that at least FbpBmay act as anRNAchaperone (100). Two sRNA-
mRNA target interactions out of the most likely larger FsrA/S512
regulon have been experimentally confirmed, supporting strong
indications from bioinformatics and expression analyses. First,
the gel mobility of the sdhCmRNA, encoding succinate dehydro-
genase, was shown to be reduced by addition of FsrA/S512, point-
ing to a direct in vivo interaction (43). Second, compensatory
mutations were made in both gltA, encoding glutamate synthe-
tase, and FsrA/S512. The individual mutations in either gltA or
FsrA/S512 abolished the interaction while the presence of the re-
spective complementarymutations restored the interaction (102).
It is likely that the FsrA/S512 regulon extends to the expression of
aconitase (encoded by citB), the lactate oxidases (encoded by
lutABC), the C4-dicarboxylate permease (encoded by dctP), the
exocytoplasmic thioredoxin ResA, and the cytochrome bc1 com-
ponentQcrA (102). These targets can all be rationally linked to the
iron-sparing response (102), making this the only documented
sRNA regulon in B. subtilis. This implies that, as in Gram-negative
bacteria (103), RNA regulons with multiple targets from the same
or functionally related processes are also present in B. subtilis and
thus in Gram-positive bacteria.
The SR1 segment (referred to by the original name of the ORF
ykzW) was the first sRNA for which a function and target were
reported in B. subtilis. SR1 inhibits the translation of ahrC, which
encodes the transcriptional activator of the rocABC and rocDEF
operons involved in arginine catabolism (104). The interaction
between SR1 and ahrC is atypical in the sense that this sRNA does
not bind to the 5= end of the cognate mRNA. Instead, there are
seven regions of complementarity between the coding part of
ahrC and the 3= end of SR1. SR1 has been reported to be exclu-
sively expressed under gluconeogenic conditions, because of its
repression byCcpN andCcpA (44). SR1was later found to encode
a 39-amino-acid peptide that increases mRNA stability of the
gapA operon by binding to the GapA protein via an unknown
mechanism. This made SR1 the first established dual-function
sRNA in B. subtilis (105). Importantly, the two SR1 functions—
regulation of ahrC mRNA via an sRNA-mRNA interaction and
regulation of gapAmediated by the SR1peptide—are conserved in
related Bacillus species (106).
Illustrating its high conservation, RsaE/S415/RoxS was first
identified in Staphylococcus aureus through a bioinformatics
screen of this organism’s intergenic regions (107). More recently,
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the RsaE/S415/RoxS expression level was found to be induced by
nitric oxide in a ResD-dependent manner. Consistent with a role
in respiration via ResD, this sRNA is involved in the regulation of
genes involved in B. subtilis redox homeostasis (108). Impor-
tantly, two direct RsaE/S415/RoxS targets were confirmed in this
study. The first is the gene ppnKB, which encodes a kinase respon-
sible for the production of NADP from NAD. The second di-
rect target is the central carbon metabolism gene sucC, which en-
codes the first subunit of the succinyl coenzymeA (CoA) synthase.
Interestingly, RsaE/S415/RoxS requires processing for regulation
of the sucC target (108).
RnaC/S1022 was first identified in a microarray screen of B.
subtilis intergenic regions, and its expressionwas found to be com-
pletely dependent on the sigma factor SigDduring the exponential
growth phase on LBmedium (24, 109). Recently, RnaC/S1022was
shown to modulate the cellular levels of the important transcrip-
tional regulator AbrB via a direct sRNA-mRNA interaction (24).
Interestingly, this repressive sRNA regulation of AbrB results in an
increased cell-to-cell variation of the AbrB levels, as was demon-
stratedwith green fluorescent protein (GFP)-taggedAbrB. Linked
to AbrB being essential for B. subtilis growth in the employed M9
minimalmedium, the RnaC/S1022-induced diversity in the cellu-
lar AbrB protein levels leads to heterogeneity in the growth rates of
different cells within one population during the exponential phase
(24). It was proposed that this sRNA-induced growth rate heter-
ogeneity could reflect a bet-hedging strategy for enhanced survival
under unfavorable conditions. In addition, the studies on RnaC/
S1022 suggest that noise generation is a new and perhaps more
general feature of sRNA regulation.
The txpA-ratA (yqdB/S976 in reference 15) toxin-antitoxin sys-
tem is situated on the skin element of prophage origin. The two
respective RNA species overlap by 120 nucleotides and interact via
a so-called kissing loop interaction. This interaction between txpA
mRNA and the ratA RNA promotes degradation of the duplex in
an RNase III-dependent manner (53, 110, 111). In the absence of
ratA, the toxic TxpA peptide can be translated, which causes cell
lysis. The mechanism for TxpA-induced lysis is not known. How-
ever, its predicted N-terminal transmembrane domain and C-ter-
minal charged residues point to a function in pore formation in
the membrane. The physiological functions of toxin-antitoxin
systems are still a matter of debate, but the txpA-ratA system
conceivably helps maintaining the skin prophage in the B. sub-
tilis chromosome (112).
Analogously to txpA-ratA, the bsrG-SR4 (S810-S809 in refer-
ence 15) toxin-antitoxin system is located on a prophage (i.e.,
SP) where bsrG encodes a toxic peptide of 38 amino acids. As is
generally observed for toxin-antitoxin modules, the SR4 pro-
moter is stronger (6- to 10-fold) than the bsrG promoter (113).
Like txpA-ratA, the bsrG and SR4 RNAmolecules interact at their
3= ends. This interaction promotes degradation of the bsrGmRNA
through cleavage of the duplex by RNase III and subsequent deg-
radation of the remaining RNAs by endonuclease Y and the 3=-
to-5= exoribonuclease R (112). However, RNase III is not essential
for the functioning of the toxin-antitoxin system (113), and this
might be due to a second role of SR4 in inhibiting bsrG mRNA
translation (114). As for the txpA-ratA module, it was suggested
that the function of the bsrG-SR4module is to prevent excision of
the SP prophage element from the B. subtilis genome. In this
respect, it is important that, similarly to the situation in other
well-characterized type I toxin-antitoxin systems, the BsrG toxin-
encoding mRNA is long-lived with an identified half-life of 15
min, while the SR4 antitoxin RNA is relatively short-lived with a
half-life of 3 min. This difference in RNA half-lives is the basis
for the functioning of the toxin-antitoxin system, because if the
SP prophage region is lost from the genome, SR4 is degraded
relatively quickly, while bsrG remains present much longer. The
resulting uninhibited translation of the toxin from the bsrG gene
will then kill the cell that has lost the SP prophage. The function-
ing of bsrG-SR4 may be linked to temperature stress, since the
bsrGmRNA was destabilized 3.5-fold by heat shock at 48°C while
the stability of SR4 was found to remain unaffected under this
condition (113).
The bsrE/S717 toxin-antitoxin system is located on the P6 pro-
phage (115). The bsrE/S717 RNA segment encodes a peptide of 30
amino acids, and its antitoxin is SR5/S718. Consistent with the
toxin-antitoxin model, the condition-dependent expression of
bsrE/S717 ismuchmore plastic than that of its antitoxin SR5/S718
(15). It was recently found that overexpression of bsrE/S717 leads
to cell lysis on agar plates and that the two RNA molecules form
a perfect duplex, the formation of which is possibly mediated
by a thus-far-unknown RNA chaperone. In a series of detailed
experiments, multiple loop regions of SR5/S718 were found to
be essential for triggering RNase III-mediated bsrE/S717 deg-
radation (115).
Overview plots of the conservation, secondary structures, and
lengths of the 153 RNA segments from the all-independent cate-
gory reveal a trend toward stronger predicted secondary structure
for bothmore conserved segments and shorter segments (Fig. 11).
The majority of the longer segments are asRNAs, and there is
actually a significant difference between theMFE Z-score of the
antisense and the sense all-independent segments (Fig. 6). In
fact, more than half (58%) of the all-independent segments are
asRNAs. The most conserved sense segments of the all-inde-
pendent group are the RsaE/S415/RoxS sRNA (57/62 ge-
nomes), the leader region S198 of the vlmR-encoded ABC
transporter (48/62 genomes), and S1455 (43/62 genomes) up-
stream of the threonyl-tRNA synthetase gene, which is respon-
sible for an as-yet-unannotated T-box regulatory mechanism
(see Table S1 in the supplemental material).
The 20%most structured (lowestMFEZ-scores) and 20%most
conserved segments from the all-independent category were se-
lected and sorted based on their predicted secondary structure
MFE Z-scores (Table 1). Two of these 10 segments, as-brsH/S977
(18/62 genomes, MFE Z-score 7.5) and bsrE/S717 (17/62 ge-
nomes, MFE Z-score 4.9), are related to type I toxin-antitoxin
systems. as-brsH/S977 is the putative antitoxin of brsH/S978. This
system was first described by Saito et al. (12), and it is located in
the same intergenic region as txpA-ratA on the skin element. Since
bsrH/S978 was found to have a 3= overlapping asRNA, namely,
as-bsrH/S977 (14), and putatively encodes a peptide, bsrH/S978
and bsrH/S977 were proposed to form a type I toxin-antitoxin
system (reviewed in reference 112). The peptide encoded by bsrH/
S978 is 29 amino acids in length, and it contains a single -helical
transmembrane domain and charged residues at the C terminus.
Since this predicted peptide is very similar to that of bsrE/S717 (14,
112), this arrangement is consistent with that of other reported
type I toxins. In addition, the as-bsrH/S977 expression level is
similar across conditions (15), which is expected for an antitoxin.
The definition of the exact mode of action of as-BsrH/S977 awaits
further analysis, especially since it seems to act somewhat differ-
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ently than the currently described type I toxin-antitoxins in B.
subtilis (112). The next top-10 segment in the all-independent
category is S198 (48/62 genomes, MFE Z-score 5.1), which
forms the leader region of the vlmR-encodedABC transporter that
was briefly addressed above. Transcription termination-mediated
control of read-through transcription into vlmR has been re-
ported and seems to be mediated by S198 (58). However, this
function does not necessarily exclude a second regulatory mech-
anism for S198 as an sRNA, especially since such a dual-function
RNA has been reported in Listeria monocytogenes (116).
Three other segments from the top-10 list, namely, S2 (22/62 ge-
nomes, MFE Z-score 4.4), S326 (10/62 genomes, MFE Z-score
5.3), and S1292 (19/62 genomes, MFE Z-score4.3), are tran-
scribed antisense and thusmay have a regulatory function in cis. It
should be noted, however, that S2 is not annotated as an asRNA,
since it does not overlap a protein-encoding gene but overlaps the
5=UTR region (S1 and S3) of dnaA, which encodes the replication
initiation protein. The expression level of S2 is relatively low but
most prominent under conditions of sporulation initiation. S326
is transcribed from the opposite strand of the intergenic region of
the nsrR and ygxB genes. As was the case for S2, for S326 the
highest expression level was also observed under sporulation con-
FIG11 Overview plot of the predicted secondary structureMFEZ-scores, GC%, length, and species-level conservation for RNA segments of the all-independent
category. For details on the calculation of MFE Z-scores and abbreviations, see the legend to Fig. 7.
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ditions. Judged by the functional annotation of its neighboring
genes, S326 could perhaps be involved in the repression of ResD-
ResE-dependent genes in the absence of nitric oxide (similarly to
nsrR) and/or the general stress response (similarly to ygxB). S1292
is expressed at a relatively low level, and this RNA segment is
transcribed antisense to the yvaV gene, encoding a protein similar
to the transcription factor OpcR, and the sdpA gene, encoding a
protein that is required for SdpC toxin maturation.
Three previously reported sRNAs are also part of the top-10 list,
namely, FsrA/S512 (22/62 genomes, MFE Z-score 4.8), RnaC/
S1022 (19/62 genomes, MFE Z-score 5.2), and CsfG/S547
(61/62 genomes, MFE Z-score 4.7). As discussed above, FsrA/
S512 is an important regulator of the iron-sparing response of B.
subtilis (43, 102). Interestingly, in the tiling array study by Nicolas
et al. (15), FsrA/S512 was found to be expressed also under con-
ditions with plentiful iron. It therefore remains to be seenwhether
this reflects on possible additional FsrA/S512 functions besides
those reported in the iron-sparing response. The function of
RnaC/S1022 in regulating abrB (24) was already discussed above.
The sequence on the opposite strand of CsfG/S547 was first anno-
tated as a cis-acting regulatory element, referred to as the “ylbH
leader” by Barrick et al. (62). However, Marchais et al. (117) have
provided convincing evidence that the region on the opposite
strand more likely encodes an sRNA, and they also noted its high
conservation among endospore formers. The identification of the
“ylbH leader” thus seems to be an artifact caused by the antisense
location of CsfG/S547. In addition, Marchais et al. found that the
sporulation-specific expression of CsfG/S547 is due to regulation
by SigG and SigF (117). Importantly, their transcriptional fusion
data are in accordance with the unsupervised promoter cluster
analysis by Nicolas et al. (15). Interestingly, the final segment of
the top 10 of the all-independent segments, S357 (19/62 genomes,
MFE Z-score6.4), seems related to CsfG/S547 at the expression
level. First, S357 seems to be an sRNA, which is specifically in-
duced under sporulation, fermentation, and anaerobic condi-
tions. Second, promoter cluster analysis also predicts a sporula-
tion sigma factor control of S357 expression. No additional
regulators are predicted by the DBTBS database of transcriptional
regulation in B. subtilis (http://dbtbs.hgc.jp) in the upstream re-
gion of S357 (data not shown). Notably, expression of the genes
situated next to S357, hit and escA, is not correlated with S357
expression, and this suggests a completely independent trans-act-
ing role for S357.
Antisense RNAs
RNA segments that overlap protein-encoding genes with more
than 100 bases or 	50% of their sequence due to transcription
from the opposite DNA strand are here referred to as asRNAs.
While it is doubtful whether all asRNAs have a role in cis, it is clear
that different asRNAs can regulate their sense genes via a wide
variety ofmechanisms. In this respect, one has to bear inmind that
the transcription of an asRNA does not automatically lead to reg-
ulation due to the structural complexity of RNA, where even com-
pletely complementary sequences could fold in such a way that no
duplex formation is allowed. A recent review on cis-acting asRNAs
in bacteria (118) distinguished four main mechanisms of asRNA
regulation including (i) alteration of target RNA stability, (ii)
modulation of translation, (iii) transcription termination, and
(iv) transcriptional interference. However, subcategories of these
regulatory mechanisms can be identified as well (119, 120). All
these types of regulation can alter the sense mRNA levels, either
directly or by preventing ribosome protection of the mRNA.
When the focus is on negative regulation, this implies that an
anticorrelation with its putative sense RNA can be regarded as a
clue for the functionality of an asRNA.
An asRNA-RNA interaction is thought to take place via two
binding mechanisms, which have been identified through re-
search on plasmid- and transposon-borne asRNAs, namely, one-
step ormultistep binding (119). The one-step bindingmechanism
is exemplified by the RNA-IN/RNA-OUT system, which regulates
the transposition of IS10 in Escherichia coli. Here, the contact be-
tween sense and antisense is made directly via the interaction of
the stem-loop of one RNA molecule with the single-stranded re-
gion of the other RNAmolecule (reviewed in reference 119). This
initial contact is then extended to form a full duplex. In the mul-
tistep binding mechanism, additional steps are required for the
formation of a full duplex. For example, the CopT-CopA interac-
tion, which regulates the replication of E. coli plasmid R1, starts
with a reversible interaction between the stem-loops of both the
sense and antisense RNAs. This interaction is fixed in a so-called
kissing complex, which subsequently extends to result in a four-
helix junction and finally a stable inhibitory complex (reviewed in
reference 119). Such asRNA-RNA duplexes are eventually de-
graded by RNase III in E. coli. Notably, however, the formation of
duplexes over the complete length of the molecule is often not
required for regulation (119), and limited sequence interactions
can thus be sufficient for asRNA regulation.
There are seven confirmed sense-antisense interactions in B.
subtilis. The first three are represented by the type I toxin-anti-
toxin systems txpA-ratA, bsrG-SR4, and bsrE/S717, as discussed in
the previous section. The fourth is an asRNA named S25 (15),
which is under the control of the extracytoplasmic function (ECF)
sigma factors SigM and SigX (121). S25 is expressed antisense to
the yabE gene, which is predicted to encode an autolysin of the
Rpf/Sps family implicated in stationary-phase survival and resus-
citation of dormant cells. This antisense regulation was proposed
based on a negative correlation between the two RNA species an-
alyzed via Northern blotting (121). Indeed, the correlation of S25
and yabE under all expression conditions investigated by Nicolas
et al. is also negative (0.28). The fifth sense-antisense pair is
gdpP/yybt-gdpPas/S1559 (122). GdpP is a cyclic di-AMP phos-
phodiesterase responsible for cyclic di-AMP degradation. The
presence of gdpPas/S1559 was found to reduce the GdpP protein
level in the cell, but no further phenotype in the absence of gdpPas/
S1559 was identified. Transcription of gdpPas/S1559 is regulated
by the alternative sigma factor SigD (122). The transcripts of gdpP
and gdpPas/S1559 display a small positive correlation of 0.15 un-
der all expression conditions reported by Nicolas et al. (15). In
addition, there was no obvious induction of gdpPas/S1559 and
concomitant downregulation of GdpP observed under any of the
probed environmental conditions (15). Since an effect on the pro-
tein level was reported, thismay imply that gdpPas/S1559 regulates
the gdpP mRNA at the level of translation initiation. The sixth
sense-antisense pair, cwlO-S1326 (80), was found to be strongly
negatively correlated (0.62) (15). CwlO is a D,L-endopeptidase-
type autolysin encoded by a transcript that is highly unstable due
to RNase Y-dependent cleavage in its S1327 leader region, asmen-
tioned above in the section on 5=UTRs (80). Transcription of the
S1326 asRNA was found to depend on the general stress sigma
factor SigB, and absence of the respective promoter caused cells to
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enter exponential growth earlier than the parental strain. Since
this phenotype was rather weak, it was suggested that S1326might
play a more important role under specific environmental condi-
tions (80). The conditions under which S1326 displays its highest
expression suggest that this asRNAmay be most important under
conditions of swarming (Sw), biofilm formation (B60), and the
late growth phase on minimal medium (M9-stat) (15).
The seventh known sense-antisense pair is represented by
rpsD-S1136/S1134 (70). rpsD is an essential gene encoding the S4
component of the small ribosomal subunit. The S1136 segment is
transcribed from an independent convergent promoter on the
opposite strand of rpsD. Of note, the transcription of S1136 is
extended further downstream of S1136 due to incomplete termi-
nation, resulting in the S1134 segment. While S1136 has only a
23-nucleotide overlap with rpsD, S1134 covers the entire length of
rpsD. It had previously been noted that many genes encoding
components of the transcriptional and translational apparatus of
B. subtilis are downregulated upon ethanol stress. The S1136/
S1134 asRNA was first reported in the study by Nicolas et al.,
where it was found to be almost exclusively induced under the
condition of ethanol stress. Concomitantly, rpsD was strongly
downregulated upon ethanol stress, resulting in a strongly nega-
tive global expression correlation between S1136/S1134 and rpsD
of 0.59 (15). The subsequent analyses revealed that this rpsD
downregulation is due to the SigB-dependent induction of the
S1136 promoter. Conceivably, this downregulation could take
place via a promoter collision mechanism. In addition, it was
found that the S1136 promoter-dependent rpsD downregulation
results in a reduced abundance of the small ribosomal subunit
upon ethanol stress (70). The observed reduction in the level of
the small ribosomal subunit, which contains the ribosome-decod-
ing center, may protect B. subtilis cells against misreading and
spurious translation of possibly toxic aberrant peptides in the
presence of ethanol.
In the study byNicolas et al., 13%of the protein-encoding genes
of B. subtilis were found to be overlapped by an RNA segment
from the opposite strand (15). This proportion of potential
asRNAs was similar to that found in a previous transcriptome
study onMycoplasma pneumoniae (123). Three important obser-
vationsweremade on the asRNAgenes ofB. subtilis in comparison
to its protein-encoding genes (15). First, a lowproportion of theB.
subtilis asRNAs are regulated by the household sigma factor SigA.
Instead, most asRNAs are regulated by alternative sigma factors.
Second, many of the asRNA segments arise from imperfect con-
trol over transcriptional termination by read-through transcrip-
tion from the 3= ends of genes or operons. The third observation
was that the conservation of promoter sequences controlling tran-
scription of independently expressed asRNAs was just slightly
above that of a random sequence. Therefore, Nicolas et al. pro-
posed that many asRNAs arise in B. subtilis through spurious ini-
tiation from alternative promoter sequences and incomplete con-
trol over transcription termination (15). Interestingly, a recent
study byMader et al. (33) uncovered a relatively low abundance of
asRNAs in S. aureus compared to B. subtilis. In S. aureus, asRNAs
were found to overlap only 6% of the protein-encoding genes,
and just 19 asRNAs were found that are not cotranscribed with
other genes. Promoter analyses suggest that the small number of
asRNAs in S. aureus can be related to the fact that there is usually
only one of three alternative sigma factors, namely, SigB, active in
S. aureus. At the same time, antisense transcription in S. aureus
(and B. subtilis) is effectively suppressed by Rho-dependent tran-
scription termination, potentially setting a limit to spurious tran-
scription initiation. Of note, the results obtained for mapping the
regulatory RNA segments of S. aureus (33) are directly compara-
ble to those obtained for B. subtilis (15) as the same tiling array
approach and highly standardized protocols were applied.
Althoughmany asRNAs of B. subtilismay be derived from spu-
rious initiation or ineffective termination, this does not exclude
the possibility that some of the identified asRNAs have a function.
For example, the expression of sense-antisense pairs was found to
be significantly anticorrelated more often than random pairs of
genes. On the other hand, this observation alone is not indicative
of an overall functional role of the identified asRNAs, as it could be
due to sigma factor bias in asRNA regulation or result from puri-
fying selection that eliminates the asRNAs that impact expression
of the sense strand. Overall, this means that the newly identified
asRNAs have to be analyzed on a case-by-case basis for possible
functions. It is also important to search for phenotypes other than
downregulation of the opposite gene since this may potentially
arise as a simple by-product of antisense transcription. Ideally, a
phenotype that could convincingly contribute to fitness should be
identified, as was exemplified for rpsD-S1136/S1134 (70).
To identify putative functional asRNAs,we first sorted all sense-
antisense pairs reported by Nicolas et al. (15) based on their neg-
ative expression correlation, and the two pairs with the strongest
anticorrelation are discussed in the following paragraph. Second,
we addressed four independently expressed asRNAswhich display
a negative expression correlation and are regulated by the stress
sigma factor SigB, since these may be part of this well-studied
general pathway for stress adaptation (124).
The transcriptionally most negatively correlated asRNA is S31,
which is independently transcribed from a convergent promoter
antisense to the conserved ispE-purR-yabJ operon. The S31 pro-
moter is predicted to depend on early sporulation sigma factors
(SigE and SigF), and the expression correlation of S31 with the
yabJ gene is 0.83. The YabJ protein is a transcription factor re-
quired for activity of its neighboring gene purR, which is involved
in the regulation of purine biosynthesis. This observation is inter-
esting, since PurR represses purine biosynthesis (125) and purine
nucleotides can induce sporulation (126). In addition, S31 is in-
duced at the onset stage of sporulation, before the final commit-
ment to sporulation is made (127).We therefore propose that S31
may be part of a last-effort response of the cells to increase their
levels of purine nucleotides by repressing the repressor of purine
biosynthesis. The second asRNA segment with a strong negative
transcriptional correlation is S526, which is also dependent on the
early sporulation sigma factors. S526 is transcribed antisense of
the two-component sensor kinase kinC. Spo0A has been reported
to transcriptionally activate the SigA-dependent kinC promoter at
the onset of sporulation, while expression was unexplainably ob-
served to shut down at a later time point (128). This expression
pattern seems fully consistent with the expression data, where
kinC was found to be expressed in the first hours of sporulation
but repressed soon thereafter at a time point that seems to corre-
spond exactly with the time point of S526 induction (15). This
results in a strong negative transcriptional correlation of 0.76,
which suggests that antisense regulation via S526might be respon-
sible for shutting down kinC expression.
Besides these two examples of likely functional sense-antisense
pairs, we subsequently looked at those sense-antisense pairs where
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the asRNA is under the (predicted) control of the stress sigma
factor SigB and sorted these again based on their transcriptional
correlation. Interestingly, the cwlO-S1326 pair (80) exhibited the
highest negative correlation (0.62), and this pair was already
described above. The second most negative correlation was ob-
served for the yugH/alaT-S1202 pair (0.46). Since yugH/alaT
encodes a protein of unknown function and expression of S1202 is
low under all conditions, we did not consider this pair any further.
A third pair with a strongly negative transcriptional correlation is
dacA-S9 (0.39). DacA is a D-alanyl–D-alanine carboxypeptidase,
also known as penicillin-binding protein 5*, which is involved in
the maintenance of the cell wall peptidoglycan. Consistent with
the SigB-dependent regulation of S9, this asRNA is specifically
induced under stressful conditions, most prominently under con-
ditions of ethanol stress. In turn, dacA expression is specifically
reduced under ethanol stress. The relevance of dacA downregula-
tion might be related to the effect of ethanol on the peptidoglycan
cross-linking (129), and it seems plausible that this function is
provided by the S9 asRNA. The fourth considered SigB-depen-
dent asRNA is S931, which is transcribed antisense of the yqgS
gene, encoding a polyglycerolphosphate lipoteichoic acid syn-
thase involved in the biosynthesis of lipoteichoic acid. Lipo-
teichoic acid is an amphipathic polymer found in the cell wall of
many Gram-positive bacteria (130). The negative correlation be-
tween S931 and yqgS of 0.37 is a consequence of the strong
ethanol stress induction of S931 and the concomitant downregu-
lation of yqgS. A direct role for lipoteichoic acids in stress adapta-
tion has not been reported. However, since ethanol has a strong
effect on the cell envelope in general, it is conceivable that this is a
so-far-unappreciated aspect of the SigB response.
RNA Chaperones in B. subtilis
RNA regulationmay bemediated by chaperone proteins. Inmany
bacteria, Hfq is the main RNA chaperone. Hfq is a hexameric
protein with a tertiary donut-like conformation that mediates
RNA-RNA interactions in ways that are not yet completely under-
stood (for a review, see reference 131). Discussions about regula-
tory RNAs in bacteria have become tightly linked to the function
of Hfq. However, this seems mostly due to the importance of Hfq
for RNA-based regulation in two closely related Gram-negative
bacteria, Escherichia coli and Salmonella, which both belong to the
Enterobacteriaceae. In both these model organisms, Hfq is indis-
pensable for much of the identified RNA regulation. Despite this,
genes encoding Hfq homologues are found only in approximately
half of the currently sequenced genomes (22), indicating that
there may be alternative ways of mediating RNA regulation. This
view is underscored by studies on B. subtilis, which contains an
Hfq homologue (previously named YmaH) that is dispensable for
the sRNA-mRNA interactions reported in this organism so far
(23, 24). In addition, recent studies on the influence of B. subtilis
Hfq at the transcriptome level have shown that while Hfq has
some influence on RNA regulatory processes, this was not to the
extent that has been reported for other species (23, 132). SinceHfq
in Gram-negative bacteria interacts with both the sRNAs and
mRNAs, precipitation of Hfq-interacting RNA followed by deep
sequencing has greatly advanced our current understanding of
regulatory RNAs and their targets in these bacteria.
It is presently unclear whether the lack of strong phenotypes for
the B. subtilis hfqmutant means that there is another RNA chap-
erone protein central to RNA regulation in B. subtilis or that there
is perhaps no requirement at all for such a chaperone. Notably, it
has been suggested that the requirement of an RNA chaperone
may be linked to the structure, size, and GC content of the species
genome (22, 133). For instance, some sRNA-mRNA interactions
in S. aureus are reported to be generally more stable than those in
E. coli, which could abolish the requirement for a chaperone (22,
133). However, this might be linked to the specific example of S.
aureus RNAIII. It may also be that for RNA interactions in B.
subtilis that do require a chaperone, a dedicated condition-specific
RNA chaperone has evolved, which would limit the dependence
on a global RNA chaperone mediating the vast majority of all
RNA-RNA interactions. A condition-dependent RNA chaperone
model seems to be suggested by investigations on FsrA, which to
date is the most comprehensively studied B. subtilis sRNA. The
regulation by FsrA is linked to the presence of three small basic
proteins, and together they mediate the B. subtilis iron-sparing
response (43, 100, 102). These three small basic proteins could
thus (in part) function as RNA chaperones (100).More recently, it
was shown in L. monocytogenes that the widely conserved SpoVG
protein is in fact an RNA-binding protein that can interact with
noncoding regulatory RNAs (134). In B. subtilis, SpoVG has been
implicated in asymmetric cell division and sporulation but is
highly expressed under many conditions. This could indicate that
SpoVG has a general RNA chaperone function. Of note, the find-
ing that Hfq seems of relatively limited importance for RNA reg-
ulatory processes in B. subtilis, at least under laboratory growth
conditions, cannot be directly extrapolated to other bacilli. For
instance, sequencing analyses have shown that Bacillus anthracis
harbors threeHfq homologues, suggesting a selective advantage of
Hfq during the evolution of this species (135).
Evolutionary Aspects of Regulatory RNA Regulation
The evolutionary conservation of genes is an indication of their
biological importance. In this respect, it is noteworthy that the
repertoire of regulatory RNAs is highly variable between distant
species. The generally low level of conservation of regulatory
RNAs is also reflected in the conservation analysis presented here.
Only a small set of the identified RNA segments was found to be
conserved in all the analyzed Bacillus genomes (Fig. 3). In fact,
most of these segments are conserved only in the genomes of B.
subtilis andB. amyloliquefaciens isolates. This low level of sequence
conservation is consistent with the observation that cis-acting reg-
ulatory elements of highly conserved genes are often highly di-
verged between species (101, 136). Because of this large variability
in RNA regulators between species, it may in some contexts be
more relevant to speak about the conservation of regulatory RNA
functions than of sequence conservation. A good example of such
functional conservation is provided by the E. coli RyhB and B.
subtilis FsrA/S512 RNA segments in the iron-sparing response
(101).
One intriguing question that should be asked in this context is
why regulatory RNAs are so variable between species. Possible
answers to this question may follow two lines of reasoning. The
first relates to the evolution of particular regulatory RNA se-
quences, and the second relates to the evolution and conservation
of particular regulatory functions. In this context, one should bear
in mind that slight sequence alterations (e.g., 1 or 2 bp) can be
sufficient for the creation of a new promoter sequence and the
transcription of a new regulatory RNA. Furthermore, such new
RNAs can bemade with low energetic costs compared to proteins,
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because the energy-intensive translation step is not required
(137). A high probability of the mutagenesis-driven emergence of
new promoter motifs or the disabling of a terminator structure
was also proposed by Nicolas et al. in arguing that many of the
newly identified RNA segments in B. subtilis could be spuriously
transcribed and may therefore have no function (15). However,
such randomly emerging segments can represent a pool for the
evolution of new regulatory capacities that can be employed to
control new biological functions. As such, they would contribute
to the “evolvability” of an organism, meaning its capacity to gen-
erate heritable phenotypic variation (138). These new functions
can be implemented either in the form of base-pairing regulatory
RNAs, asRNAs, or, if they contain an ORF, as a source of new
protein-encoding genes (139), or combinations thereof. It is thus
conceivable thatmany of theRNA segments ofB. subtilismayhave
originated spuriously but have now adopted subtle, condition-
specific regulatory functions. This would be facilitated by the ini-
tiation of transcription by alternative sigma factors that readily
confer condition-specific expression.
Condition dependency has large consequences for the evolu-
tion and conservation of a regulatory function. Notably, this is
true for protein-encoding genes as well as regulatory RNA genes.
However, since the latter directly rely on the nucleotide sequence
without a requirement formeaningful translation (i.e., RNA-RNA
interactions do not involve a wobble base), the evolution of new
regulatory functions will potentially occur more frequently for
regulatory RNAs. Another driving force for quickly evolving RNA
regulation can be the modularity of regulatory RNA molecules.
This means that chimeric regulatory RNA molecules can easily
originate from recombination events. In addition, regulatory
RNAs can be prone to gene duplications, as was reported by Ras-
mussen et al. (35) and in the above section on 3=UTRs. One in-
triguing evolutionary question is whether a regulatory function of
a regulatory RNAhas to remain conservedwhen a regulatory RNA
sequence is conserved. Indeed, it seems that this is not always the
case (101). However, it would still be very interesting to test
whether, for instance, RsaE in S. aureus has retained a shared reg-
ulatory function with RsaE/S415/RoxS in B. subtilis. Clearly, due
to the speed of regulatory RNA evolution, the expression condi-
tions and regulatory functions of RsaE could be very different in
the two species. Alternatively, it is possible that one function is still
shared between the two while other functions have been coopted.
This is a question that needs to be addressed in future studies. For
a more general discussion on evolutionary aspects of regulatory
RNA regulation, please see the recent review by Updegrove et al.
(101).
CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK
With the identification of hundreds of putative regulatory RNA
segments in a multitude of bacteria, it has become a major chal-
lenge to analyze and dissect their functions. The recently pub-
lished rich condition-dependent transcriptomics data set for B.
subtilis not only delivered 1,583 new RNA segments but also pro-
vided themeans to predict functions for these RNA segments. The
goal of the present review was to provide an inventory of reported
regulatory RNAs in B. subtilis and to classify the identified RNA
segments by their level of evolutionary conservation, predicted
secondary structures, and expression levels. For all categories, the
top-10 lists of most conserved and structured RNA segments (Ta-
ble 1) were discussed in some detail and, whenever possible,
placed in a biological context to predict their functions. It now
awaits further functional analyses to find out the extent to which
these and other predictions that could be drawn from thematerial
provided in Tables S2 and S3 in the supplemental material are
correct. In the subsequent last paragraphs of this review, a few
additional considerations for the future study of regulatory RNAs
will be discussed with a special focus again on B. subtilis.
Functional Regulatory RNAs in B. subtilis: Where and
How Many?
Because of the limited number of functionally studied B. subtilis
regulatoryRNAs, it seems premature tomake far-reaching general
statements about the preferentiality of RNA-based regulatory
mechanisms. However, the following six observations can be de-
lineated from the current state of the art as reviewed here. (i) For
many B. subtilis genes, posttranscriptional regulation takes place
at the level of transcriptional read-through, via metabolite-,
tRNA-, or protein-controlled switches or other attenuationmech-
anisms. (ii) The 5= end of RNA molecules seems to be the main
determinant of RNA stability in B. subtilis. (iii) Hfq is not the
central RNA chaperone of B. subtilis, as it is in many Gram-nega-
tive bacteria, but theremight be other central or condition-depen-
dent RNA chaperones. (iv) Similar to other bacteria, type I toxin-
antitoxin systems seem important for maintaining prophage
elements in the B. subtilis genome. (v) asRNAs that overlap pro-
tein-encoding genes are dominant and have been reported to af-
fect the levels of their cognate sense mRNAs. Since the regulatory
effects of asRNAs are local, it is conceivable that most functional
asRNAs have subtle fine-tuning functions, which can be revealed
only by carefully designed studies. In addition, many asRNAs
probably arise as by-products from incomplete control over tran-
scriptional termination. (vi) trans-acting sRNAs are present in B.
subtilis. These sRNAs can mediate important physiological ad-
aptations, and they can form sRNA regulons as exemplified by
FsrA/S512. However, it may still be that sRNA regulons are a less
common phenomenon in B. subtilis than in the Gram-negative
bacteria E. coli and Salmonella. If so, this might relate to the pres-
ence of the large number of alternative sigma factors in B. subtilis.
Notably, B. subtilis has 17 reported sigma factors, of which 4 are
sporulation specific. This number of sigma factors is substantially
larger than the number observed in E. coli, which has 7 reported
sigma factors. Thus, it is conceivable that alternative sigma factors
mediate coordinated responses in B. subtilis while similar re-
sponses could be regulated by sRNAs in species with fewer sigma
factors. It will thus be very interesting to assess whether there
might be an inverse relationship between the number of sigma
factors and the importance of sRNA regulation in different bacte-
rial species. Importantly, this possibility can be addressed by stud-
ies on sRNA-mediated regulation in S. aureus, which is related to
B. subtilis but has a far lower number of alternative sigma factors,
a trait that was used by Mader et al. (33) to confirm the idea that
the relatively high abundance of asRNAs in B. subtilis could be
correlatedwith this bacterium’s relatively high number of alterna-
tive sigma factors.
Nomenclature
In many cases where a function has been described for protein-
encoding genes or regulatory RNAs, these have been renamed.
Unfortunately, this has resulted in multiple names for the same
gene, which is a frequent source of confusion. While we can agree
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that renaming RNA segments may be useful in certain instances,
we believe that this should be done in such away that their original
names remain traceable. For this purpose, it would be an attractive
option to keep using the automated S-number annotation as gen-
erated by Nicolas et al. (15). Specifically, we suggest that it would
be helpful to maintain the S-number of an RNA segment in asso-
ciation with a new name, like we have presently done for FsrA/
S512, RnaC/S1022, and various other already-characterized RNA
segments.We believe that this will greatly facilitate the traceability
of data and comparisons with the earlier literature.
Outlook on the RNA Interactome of B. subtilis
The number of putative regulatory RNAs in B. subtilis is large, and
accordingly, the RNA interactome is even larger. This seems to
suggest that there are specific aspects in regulatory RNA regula-
tion that are somehow preferable to protein-based regulation. In-
deed, a modeling study has provided quantitative evidence that
regulation by sRNAs is advantageous when fast responses to ex-
ternal signals are needed (140), which would be consistent with
experimental data on the involvement of sRNA in bacterial stress
management. The faster response time in RNA-mediated regula-
tion relates to the omission of a translation step prior to the actual
regulation step, since the regulatory RNA will be directly active
upon transcription. Another advantage may be that the half-lives
of RNA molecules are generally shorter than those of proteins,
which makes the regulatory signals provided by RNA molecules
intrinsically transient. This allows for an almost immediate change in
regulatory output once the transcription of the respective regula-
tory RNA is deactivated. Such fast dynamics of RNA regulation
also hold for antisense regulation, but importantly, asRNA-medi-
ated regulation has an additional advantage, namely, that of signal
integration. Transcription of a gene can be regulated by multiple
factors, generally involving the binding of these factors in the form
of proteins in the vicinity of the promoter region. This sequence-
dependent regulation puts a constraint on the number of protein
factors that can influence the transcript levels. The transcription
of a functional asRNA controlled by an additional transcription
factor expands the number of factors that can regulate the sense
gene. Consequently, this ameliorates the constraints on the num-
ber of factors affecting transcript levels. It is noteworthy that this
flexible tunability and the fast dynamics, together with the mod-
ularity of regulatory RNAs and the relative ease of sequence-based
design, alsomake regulatory RNAs attractive for use in engineered
regulatory circuits that can be implemented in (large-scale)
synthetic biological systems (60). Indeed, synthetic regulatory
RNA molecules have already been employed in bacteria to im-
plement artificially designed regulatory systems with sensing,
regulatory, enzymatic, and scaffolding functions (see refer-
ences in reference 60).
The extensive set of putative regulatory RNA segments in B.
subtilis, first identified by Nicolas et al. (15) and further explored
in this review, opens up many possibilities for in-depth follow-up
studies (24, 50, 70, 141). This can of course be approached
through targeted studies in which the RNA-mediated regulation
of a particular gene or regulon is assessed.However, because of the
large number of putative regulatory RNA segments, their function
is ideally approached in a high-throughput, or at least medium-
throughput, manner. One can, for instance, envision a plasmid
system in which all 5=UTRs can be cloned upstream of a reporter
gene, and the resulting library could be assayed under different
growth conditions to delineate the influence of the respective
cloned 5=UTRon the expression of the downstream reporter gene.
From such a screen, 5=UTRs of interest can be selected and studied
in their natural context. Similarly, this could be done with cloning
intergenic regions between two reporter genes and optionally
with 3=UTRs by cloning them downstream of a reporter gene. In
addition, a large suite of sequencing-based technologies have been
developed for studying sRNA function (reviewed in reference
142), and these may also be applied to B. subtilis sRNAs and to
other classes of regulatory RNAs. A great example of this is the
recent termSeq approach used to identify TA systems (57). Last, it
is conceivable that a systematic removal of asRNAs by genome
editing or genome synthesis may become feasible in the not-too-
far future. For instance, it is nowadays much easier to make spe-
cific mutations and knockdowns than a few years ago, as illus-
trated by a dedicated CRISPR interference approach that was
recently used to create knockdowns of every essential gene in B.
subtilis (143). Approaches of this kind could allow a functional
analysis of asRNA-mediated gene regulation on the genome-wide
scale. Such a challenging enterprise could specifically target the
promoter regions from which asRNAs arise, as was previously
explored to assess the antisense regulation of rpsD by S1136/S1134
(70).
In conclusion, the aim of this review was to provide a back-
ground to what is currently known about RNA-mediated regula-
tion in the Gram-positive model organism B. subtilis and to pro-
vide context and considerations for future studies on the putative
regulatory RNAs previously identified. Altogether, we believe that
the presented structural and conservational analyses provide rel-
evant new leads to ease the selection and in-depth analysis of the
most likely functional regulatory RNAs. The studies reviewed here
may thus facilitate the identification of new regulatory RNA func-
tions in B. subtilis, with implications for fundamental studies on,
for instance, cell differentiation and stress responses or more-ap-
plied questions in biotechnology. The new principles thus discov-
ered can then be validated or challenged in more distantly related
Gram-positive bacteria, such as S. aureus, as was recently exem-
plified by the studies byMader et al. (33) on the roles of alternative
sigma factors and transcriptional termination in the potentially
spurious synthesis of asRNAs.
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